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Trinity Hosts Tim Robbins' Satire j Cornerstone Groups
Present FindingsBAILEY TRIGGSSENIOR EDITOR
When news of the war on Iraq
first broke, many politically con-
scious artists who opposed our
government's decision to invade
Iraq felt it was necessary to create
art that was more than art for art's
sake; they created art that encour-
aged its audience to hold a critical
view of our government and its
decision making processes and, if
successful, motivated people to
work for change. The Actor's
Gang's performance of the piece
"Embedded" in the Goodwin
Theater at the Austin Arts Center
on December 4th to a sold-out
audience is one of the more popu-
lar examples .oj^the politically
conscious/critical theatrical work
that has been inspired by the war
in Iraq. In "Embedded,"
writer/director Tim Robbins ques-
tions the motivations behind the
U.S.'s involvement in Iraq and
the media coverage of the war by
"embedded" reporters.
An "embedded" journalist
travels with a military unit in
order to get a closer, more
involved perspective on the war.
The reporter is not only traveling
with the unit, but he or she is pro-
vided with all the same basic
services a soldier receives and is
also given special military sur-
www.commondream.org
Embedded boasts caricatures of the Bush administration.
vival training. For all intents and
purposes, they are a member of
the military unit. While this posi-
tion within the military can give
reporters the front-line eye for
war coverage, the fact that they
are embedded in a military unit
ruins their objectivity and ability
to see the bigger picture of war.
In the program, The Actor's
Gang includes many different I
perspectives on the process of
"embedding" in their notes. One |
quote that was included was from \
Orange County Register colum- •
rtist, Gordon Dillow, a journalist |
who admitted that his embedment
made it nearly impossible for him i
to be objective: "Well I couldn't j
look anybody in the eye and say,
'Hey, I'm being completely
objective,' because I liked and
respected these guys. I called
them 'my Marines.' I lived with
these guys... I don't see how any-
body can do it. That's what edi-
see EMBEDDED on page 20
E M M A B A Y E R j"
NEWS WRITER I
The seven committees of
Trinity's new Cornerstone Project
presented their preliminary
research and recommendations in
three meetings that took place last
week.
Many of the presentations
focused on increasing interaction
between students and faculty,
between students across different
social groups, and between the
school and the Hartford commu-
nity. The presentations were open
to students, staff and faculty and
were given on Monday, Nov. 29,
Tuesday, Nov. 30, and Thursday,
Dec. 2.
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford presented for the Research
in Teaching Committee and spoke
about the campus culture. The
Research in Teaching Committee
hopes to "promote a campus cul-
Chuck Pratt
Dean Frederick Afford attends
a Cornerstone meeting.
ture that supports the develop-
ment of character, leadership,
curiosity about the social and nat-
ural world, and a fun, healthy
lifestyle," said Alford.
Currently, though, "a minori-
ty of students hold sway by dint
see CORNERSTONE on page 8
The Quest for Best Pizza
Student Government
Debates New Club
JOANNA HECHT
NEWS EDITOR
The Student Government
Association debated whether or
not to accept the constitution for a
chapter of Students for Academic
Freedom being started at Trinity,
deciding to table the motion until
their first meeting in the spring
semester, when a representative
ot SAF can be present to defend
its goals.
The organization is a "nation-
al coalition of student organiza-
tions whose goal is to end the
political abuse of the university
and to restore integrity to the aca-
demic mission as a disinterested
pursuit of knowledge," according
to its Web site. A chapter has
already been approved by the
Office of Student Activities and
the SGA was debating whether to
provide student funds to the
group.
Robert Flynn *07
decided to found the chapter as
part of his independent project for
Tutorial College. "I would really
like to be a moderating force on
campus," Flynn said. "I think the
polarity we have is absurd."
Flynn envisions a local chapter
composed of many bipartisan
members.
President Isaac Goldstein '05
and Executive Vice President
Evan Norris '06 recommended
that the SGA deny funding to the
organization because of its "clan-
destine activities," Norris said in
introducing the organization. "On
the outside it is a very noble
idea," he continued, but its mem-
bers "go to great lengths to reduce
the amount of discussion" on col-
lege campuses.
Jason Gallant '05, President
of the Senior Class, came to the
meeting to oppose approval of
funding for the new organization.
He, along with Norris and i
Goldstein, cited activities like j
researching professor voting \
records, obtaining syllabi for |
classes taught by liberal profes-
sors, and bringing recording
devices to class to record liberal
professors' lectures that are pro-
moted by the national organiza-
tion's Web site.
Gallant argued that the group
"is at its root opposed to the mis- j
sion of our college, and that its j
political agenda may cause an '
academically unsafe environment :
for faculty, students, and student j
groups. !
"The establishment of any j
group that uses fear tactics, public
ridicule and the like to suppress :
.
see SAF on page 10 j
JULIET JZON
FEATURES EDITOR
So, you are the enterprising
college student. You work long
days, have even longer weekends,
and barely have time to think
about what you're going to have
for dinner. In this hectic world,
you need someone to help you
make dining choices that will sat-
isfy your specific needs. That's
where we come in, my friend, the
Official Tripod Pizza Tasting
Committee. It's a common prob-
lem that we all face at 4 a.m. on
Saturday night: Campus or ABC?
Sauce on top or square slices? Let
these indecisions plague you no
more, as the humble Tripod edi-
tors have taken it upon them-
selves to sample every pizza
delivery- place within a 100 mile
radius. It was a difficult job, but
somebody had to do it. You don't
need to thank us. We just want to
eliminate stress ... one slice at a
time.
Choice One Pizza
Number:
Delivers until:
Price for large cheese: $8,50
Ratings (on a scale of 1-10)
Sauce: 5.3
Crust: 5.5
Taste: 5.5
Cheese: 5.6
Comments: Arts Editor Evan
Norris was not so pleased: "The
dubiously named Choice One
hardly occupies my first spot."
Senior Editor Jon Chesney was a
little more philosophical, saying,
"This pizza was a heartwarming
fill of stereotypical drunk food. A
Maggie Downing
The remnants of the Tripod's pizza extravaganza.
touch banal, but satisfying for the
casual ride." Online Editor Scott
Baumgartner may have summed
it up for all of us though: "The
grease pooled in concentric pud-
dles and I could see my reflection
in the cheese." Others described
the taste as soggy cardboard or
see TRIPOD on page 16
I N S I D E
Check out the story
behind these Olympic
caliber rifles and the
$30,000 worth of equip-
ment returned to the
school on page 7.
Discover whether^or not you
should use those campus recy-
cling bins on page 7.
Turn to page 12 to find out if rela-
tionships really do exist here at
Camp Trin-Trin
Learn why the administration
should continue to fund Tutorial
College on page 3.
Read about the early life of "Che"
Guevara as portrayed in film on
page 18
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The Sins of the Father
Initially I planned to write this editorial about the inadequate publicity for Senior
Snowball. Many seniors did not know that it was approaching, because they received no reminders,
and therefore did not bring appropriate attire back from Thanksgiving break. The invitations went
out eight days before the event, and informed the seniors, for the first time, that the event would be
a Masquerade Ball. Those who had brought back outfits now had to develop a costume from the
outfit or locate some sort of mask. Yesterday the seniors received an email telling us that we had to
RSVP and giving information about bringing guests for the first time.
I still feel that the publicity for the event was poor, but on par with the regular course of
Trinity event planning, where 10 events happen at the same time, bringing attendance to all of them
down. However, when I received my invitation to Senior Snowball my focus changed. Nowhere on
this paper could I find information telling me where my first-year dorm reunion would take place.
This is because my class is being punished for the actions of the Class of 2004. They were
apparently destructive and immature at their dorm reunions, throwing food and causing enough
damage to Mather that my class is not allowed to use it for this purpose. We, as a class, do not have
the funds to pay for cleaning Mather if we were to be so stupid as to cause damage, and therefore
cannot use it. I extend my gratitude to the most recent alums of Trinity.
As much as I blame that class, however, I also see this as the typical action of the College
toward the students. Each class is punished for what another does, even though we are an entirely
different group of people. I do not know every member of my class, but those I do know are not
childish or destructive. In fact, I would look at Trinity's calm celebrations after the Red Sox victo-
ries as evidence that the students here are able to gather and go wild without causing damage.
This incident reminds me of the Tent City problem the College has been dealing with for
the past few years. The Class of 2002 was destructive, so the Class of 2003 agreed to shut down
their Tent City at 9 p.m. The event was fairly calm, with most of the parents leaving at around 5
p.m. and the students remaining on the soccer field for a few hours. The event was completely done
by the 9 p.m. closing time. Members of the class mentioned that they were acting in a responsibile
manner specifically to ensure that the next class could enjoy Tent City.
Instead of looking at the good behavior in 2003, the College pressured the Class of 2004 to
move the event and eventually managed to have it close a few hours earlier. If this had been done
because of their Senior Snowball behavior it would have been acceptable, but the move to change
Tent City again began in October of 2003.
If we are to be punished for the bad behavior of our predecessors, why are we not reward-
ed for their good behavior? If the Class of 2005 has a decorous Senior Snowball, will the Class of
2006 be allowed to have their dorm reunions? History suggests not.
I accept that there should be consequences for poor behavior, but I do not see why the con-
sequences should be felt by those who did not act in this manner. These are two examples of the
problem that Trinity suffers from. The students are supposedly treated as adults, but in no other
situation would adults be judged on the actions of a different group.
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Greeks Can Be Positive Influence
DAN SCOLLAN
OPINIONS EDITOR
SGA President Isaac
Goldstein and Senior Class
President Jason Gallant have pub-
licly pinned the blame for sexual
assaults on some of the college's
fraternities. This is a serious
charge that merits a serious
response.
Goldstein and Gallant have
argued that most sexual assaults
possibly can, I must act in associ-
ation and not simply as an indi-
vidual.
In this way, fraternities do
serve an important function for
students. We support each other,
we contribute equally through our
dues to create a collective good,
and share a common space that
we all work hard to create and
maintain. We create a community
where individuals know each
... taking away fraternities will not change
the factors that lead to sexual assault.
are committed by acquaintances,
and not by suspicious-looking
Hartford residents. They cite sta-
tistics and anecdotal evidence that
strongly bolster their claim. Date
rape is cultivated by a culture of
male hegemony and alcohol is the
main weapon of the perpetrators.
Consequently, they assert, the
main promoters of this culture are
fraternities.
I am a member of a fraternity.
I oppose sexism. I do not condone
sexual harassment or assault. So
does my membership in a male-
only fraternity make me a hyp-
ocrite? I don't believe this is a fan-
assertion.
First of all, taking away fra-
ternities will not change the fac-
tors that lead to sexual assault.
The same students, raised by the
same parents and in the same
environment, will still be here.
other well and learn to respect
others.
We hold meetings, vote dem-
ocratically, elect leaders and regu-
larly address the issues at hand.
We have a forum for grappling
with issues and a system in place
to make decisions that bind the
whole group together. We can
encourage leaders who not only
hold themselves responsible, but
their community as well.
Fraternities can be important
places for discussing and decid-
ing community social issues.
Additionally, fraternities are
institutions with a public face and
name. When we are the cause of
wrongdoing, we can and should
be criticized and punished. With
an organization in place there is a
way to force a group to respond.
While some Greeks may con-
done sexual assault and the cul-
I hope that Greek members will take
the initiatiye to encourage responsibility
on behalf of their members ...
Dorm parties would not be any
safer, nor would they contribute
to a strong campus environment.
Yet, fraternities do have a his-
tory of hazing and sexism that
must be recognized and changed.
I'd like to think that I am actively
involved in that process of chang-
ing for the better.
On my own I cannot change
the sexism that is an unfortunate
but ingrained part of our culture. I
don't control the media or the
government. I can only make sure
that I am an instrument for good
in my local community. I have
one vote. I can spend my money
wisely, supporting only organiza-
tions and individuals that espouse
what I believe in. But that in itself
is not enough.
To cast the widest net that I
ture that allows it, I assert that
mine does not. We make sure to
provide a safe environment for
everyone. That satisfies my moral
code and makes me proud to be a
member of an organization that
stands out in view of the commu-
nity in this way.
As long as Greek organiza-
tions live up to their potential to
be responsible, influential and
beneficial organizations, they will
be doing our community good. If
some let us down, I hope that
Greek members will take the ini-
tiative to encourage responsibility
on behalf of their members and
those who visit their houses. I
hope the campus as a whole will
recognize the significant and pos-
itive role Greek organizations can
play.
Don't be shocked when there aren't any new Tripods in the
Mather lobby next week. The final issue will be entirely online
which means PT is officially done for the semester.. Happy
Holidays and see you all next year ...
E-mails from the Registrar
titled "Incomplete Grades." ' "
PT has enough to worry
about in the last week of
classes, no added stress is
needed.
Senior Snowball is a
Masquerade.
Wearing masks won't hide
how mad PT is that there
are no dorm reunions this
year.
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Abstinence Only A Bad Choice
Recent Federally Funded Sex Education Programs Fail Students
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS WRITER
Since 1996, nearly $1 billion
in federal and state matching
funds have been funneled into
promoting abstinence-only edu-
cation, and programs are slated to
receive an additional $167 mil-
lion this fiscal year. It is disturb-
ing that this much money is going
into keeping students decidedly
uneducated.
A Washington Post editorial
on Saturday claimed that "of the
13 most often used federally
funded abstinence-only curricula,
11 contained 'errors and distor-
tions.'" '.. ' ".-i
The findings are staggering:
many guides range from outright
faulty information - "touching
And in Lynchburg, Va.,
school board members refused to
approve a high school science
textbook unless an illustration of
a vagina was covered or cut out.
This is yet another example of
It's as if you're trying to prevent
kids from riding motorcycles by
forbidding them to wear safety
helmets." Indeed, the problem
with abstinence-only sex educa-
tion is that it is completely and
This is yet another example of our coun-
try's inability to form public policy by first
acknowledging the human realities ...
our country's inability to form
public policy by first acknowl-
edging the human realities that
get lost in the giant political and
ideological machine. On one
hand, it's healthy for schools to
encourage abstinence as the most
effective, empirically-proven
method of preventing disease and
It is disturbing that this much money is
going into keeping students decidedly
uneducated.
another's genitals 'can result in
pregnancy'" - to moralistic and
unfounded claims: "Women
gauge their happiness and judge
their success by their relation-
ships. Men's happiness and suc-
cess hinge on their accomplish-
ments."
pregnancy.
Says Catherine Weiss, direc-
tor of the American Civil
Liberties Union's Reproductive
Freedom Project: "Programs in
abstinence are very valuable. It's
programs that don't provide any
information that we're against ...
dangerously silent on the fact
that, like it or not, premarital sex
is becoming increasingly the
norm.
Yes, teenage pregnancy and
STDs are a problem. According
to Molly Masland, MSNBC
Health editor, "66 percent of
American high school students
have had sex by their senior
year."
Masland also cites that
"according to the Centers for
Disease Control and the Kaiser
Family Foundation, approximate-
ly 65 percent of all sexually trans-
mitted infections contracted by
Americans this year will occur in
people under 24. One in four new
HTV infections occurs in people
younger than 22."
see SEX on page 4
Tutorial College
Worth the Price
JOANNA HECHT
NEWS EDITOR
Tutorial College is up for
review this year; rumor has it that
after the Dec. 14 meeting of the
Faculty there will be no future for
this unique, alternative academic
program.
I am currently participating in
the program, a benefit which
most of the faculty who plan to
vote against it have not had. It is
hard to convey to someone who
lacks firsthand experience how
incredibly enriching this program
is. On Thursday Dec. 9, there will
fugues, Artificial Intelligence,
concepts of infinity in fiction, and
alternative concepts of afterlife.
The discussion incorporated a
book and two short stories that we
had read for that day, as well as
one from earlier in the week.
In a seminar with 10 students
with eight different major areas of
study from Religion to Music to
Neuroscience, we were all able to
bring our personal knowledge
into the discussion to help each
other understand complicated
topics we had never encountered
before. An anthropology student
... we were all able to bring our personal
knowledge into the discussion to help each
other understand complicated topics ...
be an information session from 12
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the McCook
Library which will be a chance
for non-Tutorial faculty to come
and speak with Tutorial faculty
and students.
On Friday, for example, while
many of my fellow students
undoubtedly sat half-asleep in
lectures on a single topic, my pri-
mary seminar discussed princi-
ples of Zen Buddhism, Bach's
who was observing our seminar
to write a paper on it for his class
even joined hi on the fun.
On the other hand, the fact
that Tutorial provides a unique
experience is fairly uncontrover-
sial. The real question is whether
or not it is worth the money it
costs. On the surface, it seems
ridiculous to take five faculty
see TUTORIAL on page 5
GOP Wrong On
Issues of Morality
MIKE LENIHAN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Two years ago, upon my
arrival at Trinity I made a huge
transition. It wasn't leaving
home, or becoming accustomed
to independence. Instead it was
the movement from considering
myself a Republican to a
Democrat.
Raised in a family where
Republicans were seen as "the
morality. Why is it that most
Republicans don't like to be
labeled Evangelical fascists when
it is they who are attempting to
define what beliefs Americans
hold to be moral?
I believe myself to be a very
moral person and when I, am told
by the base of a political party
that supports the war in Iraq what
is ethical and what is not, I have a
huge problem. Raised by parents
Twenty percent of those who did vote
were from the religious right.
better and proper party," I always
took my parents' word that
Democrats were too liberal. That
was until I witnessed the conse-
quences of having a born-again
Christian president international-
ly rum the reputation and morali-
ty of America.
In response to a piece Mike
Lanza wrote in last week's
Tripod, I would like to correct
some of the arguments made that
Democrats are today out of sync
with mainstream America.
My biggest problem with
Republicans is their view of
with the same beliefs as myself
except on certain economic
issues, I find the assumption that
because Bush won re-election,
Democrats have become obsta-
cles in America's journey to full
morality to be unfair and incor-
rect.
Bush may have victoriously
gained 51 percent of the votes,
but that by no means addresses
the issue that just over half of
America turned out at the polls.
Twenty percent of those who did
see REPUBLICANS on page 5
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Extra-Classroom Influences
DAVID INWOOD
OPINIONS WRITER
Students spend less than half their time
inside the classroom, and it logically fol-
lows, assuming a total education, more
than half their learning should occur out-
side of the rigid formality of the classroom.
If Trinity seriously aims to educate the
whole person, as Dean Robert M. Vogel
states, the faculty should not, for all intents
and purposes, disappear at five o'clock and
on weekends, but should remain to encour-
age the continuous process of intellectual
awakening and search for "self-knowl-
edge" through friendship and guidance. "A
great visibility of the faculty is needed,"
declared Dean of Students Roy Heath. He
further observed that the faculty has three
vital purposes:
"1. The faculty is a model and a stan-
dard for students." It should be a stimulat-
ing contingent of diverse types - different
political beliefs, varied sociological back-
grounds, and diverse activities.
"2. The faculty should enter into dia-
logue with students." It should have an
open mind not distorted by often invalid
preconceptions.
"3. The faculty should be counselors."
Students in college should be evaluating
themselves. Naturally they will have
doubts and may make mistakes, but the
faculty should be willing to help students
solve their problems.
Student's Initiative
Just as the aim of a liberal arts educa-
tion should be to humanize the student, so
should a close teacher-student relationship,
said one professor.
Who should initiate the relationship.
The unanimous response from faculty
members has been the student. Colleges
stress individual responsibility; if the stu-
dent wishes to enjoy the benefits of a warm
relationship, he must exert the initial effort.
How shall the teacher-student relation-
ship be nurtured outside the artificial con-
fines of the classroom? The answers are
numerous but essentially involve, in Dr.
Cooper's words, "The Open Door Policy."
"All teachers have hours posted stating
when they will be present in their offices.
The student must go to the professor, for
usually the professor won't come to him."
Off Campus Faculty
Trinity is a residential college, but for
students only. Thus, students and teachers
face a difficult problem if they wish to
broaden their friendship for by evening and
definitely on the weekends, the faculty
evaporates.
Housing and a poor local school system
for their children. Flight to the suburbs is a
necessity" stated Thomas E. Willey, history
instructor.
"The housing problem could be cured,
if Trinity College, Hartford Hospital, and
the Institute for Living pooled their
resources to construct decent living facili-
ties," suggested Dr. Higgins.
"Furthermore, if more teachers and
professional people sent their children to
the neighborhood schools, the Hartford
community would institute more enriched
classes," continued the College Counselor.
While not every teacher would choose
to live on or near campus, many more
would. By being physically accessible,
professors would tend to invite students
more frequently to their homes.
Sex Education Must
Deal With Realities
continued from page 3
Clearly, parents of teenagers have a lot
more to combat than just pictures of vagi-
nas in textbooks. Protecting our teenagers
lies not in classroom moralizing, but
assessing the reasons why kids are having
sex in the first place.
Proponents of abstinence-only sex edu-
cation ignore the fact that the school sys-
tem is not the only factor shaping a teenag-
er's moral awareness. Learning about
"holding out till marriage" at school and
then coming home to watch "Sex and the
City" doesn't do much to boost a teenag-
er's resolve.
The mentality of a high school student
having sex goes further than what they
learned in health class that day; it's a whole
mishmash of confused "love," relationship
expectations, aspirations to ever-elusive
"coolness," the glorification of sexuality in
music, movies and TV, and, of course, the
x factor: thunderous hormones.
Pumping billions of dollars into class-
rooms so a teacher can pontificate about
the anachronism of abstinence has little
impact on the teenage psyche.
Before sermonizing about America's
moral decline, adults — particularly parents
- must realize that there is a huge disjoint
between what they preach and what kids
internalize from their friends and the
media.
No longer is premarital sex discussed
quietly in dark corners, and no longer is it
part of a shocking counterculture revolu-
tion.
Today, premarital sex has been com-
pletely absorbed in the cultural blood-
stream, and teenage sexuality is flouted.
One need only to turn on the tube and see
Lindsay Lohan or Mary-Kate and Ashley
Olsen parading around in their kittenish
costumes to see that teenagers are assum-
ing much more adult roles - and much
more sexualized. Bad? Probably. Reality?
Yes.
America's collective embarrassment
about sex is taking its toll on the many
teenagers who need and deserve informa-
tion from those they're supposed to look up
to: adults.
No one would disagree that 12-year-
olds "entertaining" each other in their par-
ents' empty homes in the time between bio
extra help and Spongebob Squarepants is a
saddening scenario. They're kids, and kids
need guidance.
But the schools' job is to educate, not to
mandate. That's why parents need to get
over their discomfort with the whole sex
talk instead of relying on government pro-
grams (and our tax dollars) to teach kids
what parents should be teaching them-
selves.
Or we can lose them in the educational
black hole between MTV and abstinence-
only sex ed.
In the home, one more barrier between
teacher and student is eliminated. Both
become more human. Both may now enter
into a dialogue between equals.
"I wish I could afford to invite students
to my home and serve refreshments; but on
my small salary I just can't," explained a
junior faculty member.
The fact is that teachers do have an
entertainment allowance, but use of the
funds, either because of lack of knowledge
of the funds' existence or because of pride,
replied Vogel, is minimal.
Dr. Heath now invites groups of fresh-
men and sophomores to his home for din-
ner. In the comfort of his house, he comes
to know the students and, in return, they
begin to know him.
Student-faculty relationships can only
half succeed if fraternities are not somehow
involved in the intellectual life of the
College community, several professors
agreed.
"We want to establish a community at
Trinity," noted Director of Student Affairs,
F. Gardener F. Bridge.
But under present conditions, we are
unable to secure an integrated community.
The President of the Senate was elected on
a platform that declared, "(I will) maintain
student opinions in face of administration
opposition."
The purpose of the Trinity community
is to educate the whole student in the con-
ducive environment of intimate student-
teacher relationships. Whether Trinity ful-
fills her goal largely depends, it seems,
upon greater cooperation, dialogue, and
experimentation among members of the
Trinity community.
Upperclassmen spend their meals and
much of their free time at the House.
"The faculty should be an integral part
of fraternity life. They need not be confined
to chaperoning party-parties," said one pro-
fessor.
Dr. Stewart said he "enjoyed the coffee
hours of various fraternities such as QED
and The Hall." Alpha Chi Rho sponsors a
faculty family barbeque and many teachers
would like to be invited to various houses
for dinner and for conversation with the
brothers.
"Students should invite professors to
their rooms. There is no need for elaborate
refreshments or luxurious lounges," com-
mented Dr. Higgins. The aim once again is
to form and nurture friendships of student
and teachers in natural surroundings, like
The Cave.
"Oddballs" Called For
"Little controversy exists on campus. I
wish we had more oddballs rather than so
many nice guys," agreed a Mathematic
professor.
"There is a definite need for a Student-
Faculty-Administration Committee such as
the joint Dormitory Group," added Dean
Heath.
The Student-Faculty-Administration
Committee could be the matrix around
which all segments of the college commu-
nity would interact, help solve old prob-
lems, and initiate and sustain creative and
new programs.
Along trie -Long Walk...
"Brian Kelly because he s really good at
working witn students and nelping' out
with problems.
— Alex xSruce oo
"Dean Alford because he rides around
on a cool looking bike.
— JVebecca Bell o5
"Scott Reynolds, the secretary of the
College, he s my contact for my scholar-
ship. — David Calder 08
"Jimmy Jones, he s the only one who has
really reached out to me, he even has a
nickname for me, he calls me JVtadame
Smiley. — Adaeze xjseson 07
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by Abi Mbldover
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Republicans Not As
Moral As They Claim
continued from page 3
vote were from the religious
right.Twenty percent!
If Republicans think that this
20 percent speaks the mind of all
Americans, I object to that associ-
ation. By no means would I con-
sider the religious right to be the
moral voice of America. How can
a party that is typically pro death
penalty and anti same-sex mar-
riage consider itself moral?
Senator John Kerry never fal-
tered once in the debates about
equal protection of the laws to
homosexuals while Bush wanted
to turn homosexuals into inferior
second-class citizens. True, Kerry
was on the "losing" side of the
Marriage Protection Act, but that
does not mean he was on the
wrong side.
What exactly was Bush trying
to protect in this proposal? He
was trying to hold onto his minor-
ity base of conservative religious
rights. How moral.
I, along with many political
DoNot-Call List Necessary
Telemarketers Impede Personal Safety and Take Over Caller ID
... I am proud to say that I come from the
morally correct blue state of Massachusetts.
where he stood on the issue of
same-sex marriage and even if
homosexuality was a choice.
When asked if homosexuality
was a choice or if a person was
born with it, the two-candidates
had very different answers.
Unlike Bush, who explained that
the situation was not clear to him,
like many things, Kerry claimed
it was genetic.
It is not here though that
morality is won or lost for either
candidate. That comes into play
when Bush-attempted to amend
the United States Constitution,
the crux of our political and social
system, to ban same-sex mar-
riage, a decision that has histori-
cally been left to individual states
to decide. What is moral about
prohibiting couples from official-
ly declaring their love for one
another?
Kerry wanted to extend tax
scientists, believe that the elec-
tion was not won over the war in
Iraq or the poor economy. Rather
it was the mobilization of reli-
gious right voters who wanted to
maintain both their superior
social standings as traditional
couples as well as force their per-
sonal religious beliefs on main-
stream America. While the
Republicans did succeed at this,
this year's elections by no means
suggests that America in its
entirety is swinging as far right as
some seem to believe.
When my parents moved me I
from New York to Massachusetts, I
I hated the fact that I was no
longer a New Yorker and I won-
dered how I would ever grow to
accept my new home.
Now that I have established
my own personal and political
beliefs, I am proud to say that I
come from the morally correct
SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
ONLINE EDITOR
The number of Teleservices
D.I. is 317-216-2256. Why do I
know- this? My phone just hap-
pens to have caller ID and the
caller ID just happens to have that
number stored in it as 12 of the
last 20 calls that my room has
received. This means that 60 per-
cent of the calls I receive are from
these people, and it is unaccept-
able.
There needs to be a Trinity
do-not-call list so we students
don't have to deal with these -
product-hawking stalkers.
Not only are these callers a
nuisance, they endanger the
 (
personal safety of students
that the administration claims
to care so much about.
Normally, the phone in
my room never rings. I just
use it so I can get voicemails
from the "Office of Student
Activities and Campus
Centers" about the upcom-
ing, sure-to-be-poorly-
attended dance.
So, when I started actu-
ally hearing the phone ringing, I
was excited.
Had I become more popular
than I already was? Why did peo-
The first few people to call
me must have been very nervous
and apprehensive about talking to
such celebrity as myself — upon
answering I met only silence. But
the callers' confidences grew, and
before long they were excitedly
D.I. were handled by my room-
mates in various abject ways,
despite my pleas for them to take
pity on the working class. I
believe it was that coarse han-
dling that led my callers to stop
calling and not my own flame
There needs to be a Trinity do-not-call
list so we students don't have to deal with
these product-hawking stalkers.
not only asking for me, but for my
roommates as well! Some were
more polite than others; they
referred to me as Mr. Scott E.
Baumgartner, instead of the more
common Scott Bomb-garblegar-
ble.
Had I become more popular than I
already was? Why did people suddenly
want to talk to me?
benefits, medical benefits, and blue state of Massachusetts.
pie suddenly want to talk to me?
Had my latest Tripod article pro-
pelled me into the stratosphere of
American culture?
Tutorial Aids Liberal Arts Goal
continued from page 3
members from five different
departments away from normal
classes for two years to teach only
54 students. However, with pro-
posed changes like splitting up
each professor's two-year com-
mitment and limiting depart-
ments' ability to hire visiting pro-
fessors to fill their spots, the
impact on home departments
would be limited and the cost
would be decreased.
More fundamentally, the
school must decide whether it
will choose to abandon a program
that makes Trinity a little excep-
tional, a little closer to the heart of
a liberal arts education. I am con-
cerned for the reputation of our
of topics. •*
By uniting all of Tutorial with
a common reading list that is not
necessarily thematically connect-
ed, we forge our own connec-
infraction and the Dean of
Students for the second. In both
cases, they received approval for
the actions they had decided
upon.
... the school must decide whether it
will choose to abandon a program that
makes Trinity a little exceptional...
tions.
One would not at first relate
the issues of Native Americans
living on reservations in contem-
porary times with the problems of
Nigeria at the brink of independ-
ence in the 50s; but we did, with
Sherman - Alexie's "The Lone
Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in
The removal of Tutorial from our
school would be a decisive step backward
in our mission...
college if the faculty chooses
finances over providing a differ-
ent kind of quality education to
those who choose to participate in
the program.
Some criticisms I have heard
of the program include that it
lacks focus. The point is to pursue
a Platonic-style education, in
which learning comes through
questioning and the intermingling
Heaven" and Ben Okri's "The
Famished Road."
Additionally, some adminis-
trators have criticized our Honor
Council, which we have in place
of Residential Assistants; for issu-
ing insufficient punishments for
violations of college policy.
Before finalizing their rulings, the
Honor Council consulted our
Residential Fellow for the first
The concept of an Honor
Council is truly a privilege; form-
ing and maintaining it continues
to be a learning experience in
self-governance, as we must find
ways to balance our friendships
and our more general duties to
one another.
The fact that we have been
entrusted with imposing punish-
ments on our fellow students is
not a trivial matter, but I feel as
though we have handled it
responsibly. It becomes a social,
as well as an academic education
when students need to invent and
enforce mechanisms for self-gov-
ernment.
The removal of Tutorial from
our school would be a decisive
step backward in our mission to
provide a distinctive liberal arts
education.
Costs for this program are
high, but its benefits are immeas-
urable.
Like many strangers attempt-
ing to contact famous and impor-
tant people, the callers even had
deals for me.
Of course, I could not accept
the deals without first contacting
my agent, my lawyer, the future
manager of my estate, my person-
al accountant and, of course, my
own mother.
My callers couldn't under-
stand this concept, no matter how
many times I tried to explain to
them. Finally, I was forced to tell
them that they could no longer
call my residence.
They continued to call, and by
the 10th call I had a startling and
bittersweet revelation.
"Hello, Mr. Scott E.
Baumgartner?" The lady asked. "I
am calling on behalf of..." I cut
her off.
flickering out, because Mr.
Teleservices D.I. seems to have
passed my name on to his buddy
Mr. NameNotFound at 888-
376-4237.
Such is the bane of
superstardom. I must again
inform my new callers of the
channels that one must for-
mally go through to reach me
before I can even consider
their new Bank of North-
northwestern Montana Visa
card, even if they do give me
the limited edition prairie dog
on glacier design for no extra
charge.
Consider the three follow-
ing points:
My girlfriend's roommate
wanted to have a little fun and
was understandably tired of read-
ing about how the world was
explainable through the connec-
tions between the works of
Godel, Escher and Bach and
decided to actually listen to more
than 15 seconds of a telemar-
keter's spiel.
That telemarketer actually
asked her for her social security
number, at which point she hung
up.
Absolutely do not give out
your social security number,
especially over the telephone. It's
dangerous and can open you up to
identity theft.
Most telemarketers that have
called me have tried to get me to
sign up for a credit card. Anybody
at Trinity that does not already
have their own credit card has
decided not to have one because
of a lack of self control, has been
denied for then" own good, or has
one linked up to mommy and
daddy's bank account.
There has been a lot of focus
this semester on the safety of stu-
dents on campus.
If the administration is truly committed
to protecting students, then a do-not-call
list should be instituted.
"On behalf of?" I repeated.
"So, you mean to say that you
are not, in fact, Mr. Teleservices,
and therefore you personally have
no interest in calling me?"
She asked if I wanted a low,
low APR, which told me that she
was only doing her job and was
not actually Mr. Telly (for short).
Her frankness almost made me
accept that offer of 17.6 percent. I
managed to maintain my self-
control, however, and politely
hung up the phone.
The final calls by Teleservices
If you add those three things
up, the threat of identity theft, the
fact that students don't need what
telemarketers are trying to sell
and the importance of the safety
of the student body then campus
directory information should not
be made available to telemar-
keters.
Although my self-esteem may
suffer from a lack of phone calls
to my room, I must be selfless and
put the safety of the Trinity com-
munity first: a do-not-call list
needs to be instituted.
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Dean Slashes Vandals
Dean of Students Responds to Increase in Campus Vandalism and Calls for Accountability
DAVID WINER
DEAN OF STUDENTS
Is it fun? Is it cool? Does it gain respect
from your friends? Is it O.K. since others
do it? Is it a function of alcohol? Do you do
the same thing in a private home? '
Is it O.K. because it may not be direct-
ed toward anyone in particular, only an
sexual preference, nationality, previous
type of school (preppie?), physical appear-
ance, even style of dress comprise some of
the characteristics viewed negatively.
As a dean in an institution of higher
learning I am sickened by the narrow-
mindedness of some students toward oth-
ers. As a psychologist I hold a certain fas-
It is of interest that along with the increase in offens-
es requiring discipline, there appears to be an increase
in intolerance toward those who may be "different."
impersonal institution? Is it a function of
the increasing divorce rate? Is it a function
of neotony? Does this condition extend
beyond Trinity College and beyond the col-
lege age population?
Is it worse than it was "when I was a
boy?" Does it respond to severe discipli-
nary measures, i.e., do disciplinary actions
act as a deterrent to others? Is it a natural
by-product of the times?
Are you repressing your frustration and
unconsciously directing it toward inani-
mate objects? Is it an outlet for a group of
people who are intolerant, insensitive and
lack foresight, not to speak of some mod-
icum of control?
These are some of the questions I ask in
an attempt to determine who a small minor-
ity of Trinity students appears to display
very little respect for the college in which
they live, i.e., why do you vandalize and
destroy property?
cination of the variables which might con-
tribute to the insensitivity. As a human
being I am appalled.
Is there a real increase in destructive
behavior this year or, is there more efficient
reporting of it? With a doubling of the
number of Resident Assistants are we not
just closer to the pulse of residential life?
Unfortunately we must conclude that
the increase is real since the Buildings and
Grounds department has strong impres-
sions to support it. Mr. Crandall reports that
the amount of time and money invested
repairing and replacing items has risen sub-
stantially this year.
It is a reasonable assumption that the
Buildings and Grounds reports are accu-
rate. Therefore, what do we do about our
situation? Do we reward you if you don't
destroy? Do we dispense with all regula-
tions, thereby technically allowing any
type of behavior at all?
Should a peer judicial board be established in the
hopethat peer pressure will result in a lessening of
destructive behavior?
There are many thoughtful and even
well-researched answers to the above ques-
tions. However, some of us, sometimes are
not satisfied with the answers, only with
measures which guarantee at least a
decrease in the behavior if not a complete
cessation.
The decision to write this commentary
was stimulated by some startling tabula-
tions recently accomplished in my office.
During each of the two previous academic
years (1976-77 and 1977-78) 26 non-aca-
demic discipline cases were adjudicated by
the Dean of Students Office.
However, from August 30 through
December 19 of the current year, we have
dealt with 42 incidents of discipline. The
punishments have ranged from verbal
Should you be automatically suspended
if caught? Should entire dormitories be
fined for acts that occur in residence halls
when the perpetrators cannot or will not be
identified?
Do we look the other way and hope that
-you will "mature" as your chronology
advances? Do we offer undergraduates and
Buildings and Grounds employees a
reward if they "rat" on you?
Should a peer judicial board be estab-
lished in the hope that peer pressure will
result in a lessening of destructive behav-
ior? How about doing away with freshman
and sophomores? Should the Security
Force be enlarged?
Maybe the Dean is naiVe; should he
learn to accept the opinion that 2 1/2% of
As a psychologist I hold a certain fascination of the
variables which might contribute to the insensitivity.
As a human being I am appalled.
warnings to censure.
Although the analysis is not yet com-
plete some- impressions are available.
Many more males than females require dis-
ciplinary action. The majority of destruc-
tive acts occur during and after drinking.
Substantially more freshman and sopho-
mores vandalize than juniors and seniors.
It is of interest that along with the
increase in offenses requiring discipline,
there appears to be an increase in intoler-
ance toward those who may be "different"
For example, socio-economic status,
degree of interest in studies, race, religion,
Trinity students are just "bad apples?" Do
we strictly enforce the regulation that
drinking is only allowed in dormitories?
Do harsh measures actually decrease van-
dalism or simply push it underground? Do
we disregard the Buckley Amendment and
call your parents when you are "bad?"
Would that make a difference?
I am disappointed and frustrated. In all
honesty I am not sure how to proceed.
Consequently, in our eternal optimism, we
will be trying many different approaches.
However, you can be assured of the fol-
lowing: I have no- sympathy for the argu-
ment that "I didn't mean to do it - I was
drunk." Equally distasteful is "I'm 18 years
old, I can do what I want and you can't stop
me."
The approach that is the ultimate
"turnoff' is the one in which the student
frequently complains about the insensitivi-
ty of others and the inequities of life while
demonstrating his own insensitivity and
lack of concern for others.
Are you having trouble pinpointing this
type? Remember your roommate last year?
Wasn't he always complaining during the
week about dormitory conditions and the
laxity of Buildings and Grounds while,
during the weekends, he was busy breaking-
exit signs and expending fire extinguish-
ers?
n't make first string on the team?
Despite the myriad of questions and the
few cynical comments, I hope you will take
this commentary seriously. It was written
in that vein with the intention of awakening
you to some of your irresponsible acts.
Maybe I even embarrassed you (a good
psychologist should never do that!).
THINK about some of the things you do
and how silly (?) they are. Do you really
want to develop the reputation of being an
animal in the Trinity House?
If, after reading these comments, you
feel I fell short because no concrete solu-
tions were offered, read it again and ask
yourself if I should have made more spe-
cific suggestions.
If you still feel that way, read it one
To the 971/2% who demonstrate sensitivity and tol-
erance toward their peers and who show respect for
the physical plant of the College, I say thankyou.
Should I feel sorry for you? Are you a
product of a broken home? Are your grades
poor? Did you girlfriend break up with you
(what took her so long)? Has the family
income dropped so you now have to work
five hours a week to earn beer money? We
know that beer money is essential because
you can't have a good time if you don't
drink, and probably get smashed. You did-
more time and try to answer the question
differently. If you're still having trouble,
rip up the paper and go to sleep. Tomorrow
look in the mirror. Good Luck!!!
To the 97 1/2% who demonstrate sensi-
tivity -and tolerance toward their peers and
who show respect for the physical plant of
the College, I say thank you. Keep up the
good work!
Catch the final issue of
the Fall of the Tripod's
Centennial year solely
online at
www. trinity tripod, com.
Look for it
Dec. 14
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Recycling Separated
From Trinity's Trash
ASHLEY BELL
NEWS WRITER
One of the greatest myths
about Trinity recycling is that it
does not happen. On the surface,
it does look like the recycling
bins are placed
in dorms to be
thrown in a
trash truck and
taken to a land-
fill. However,
Green Campus,
the environ-
mental group
on campus, has
worked with.
Buildings and
Grounds to
come up with a
system of sepa-
rating the recy-
cling from the
trash to ensure
that recycling
on this does
happen.
The process
starts with the
recycling bins
that are placed
in the dorms. Recepticals in
The recycling system runs on the
colors of the bags used to store
trash and the recycling. All of the
trash bags on campus are black
and all of the recycling bags are
clear, making the separating
process easy.
The B&G staff empties these
into various dumpsters located
behind the dorms, or in the case
of North Campus it is put in a pile
to the side of the building. Both
Abi Moldover
the Cave are available for use.
the trash and the recycling are
taken to B&G where they are sep-
arated and then sent to the
Connecticut Resources Recovery
see MYTHS on page 10
Guns From Rifle Club Retrieved
SGA Minutes - Dec. 6
I. Approval of last meeting's
minutes
II. Approval of agenda
III. Motion to add agenda item
regarding senator Gordon's
proposal-approved
IV. RRC
Kickball and shirts
Advertising for upcoming
election
Success of Yale letter
V. Student Life
Healthier options in the
C;;ve
Sarewalks underway
Shuttle schedule
VI. Academic Affairs
Issues to be discussed later
in agenda
VII. Community Development
Meeting with Kate Gage
Event in Hamlin Hall
VIII. Multicultural Affairs
Zeta/EROS event in
Summit
Cultural Week
Martin Luther King
Memorial event
IX. Jordan Fisher's amendment
regarding attendance
Motion to amend constitut-
ion, tabled
X. Letter to President regard-
ing library hours- desire to
extend
Approves changes made in
letter
Approves motion to send
letter to President
XI. Environmental Awareness
Club Constitution
Approved
XHStudents for Academic
Freedom Constitution
Division 15-6 to table
motion so SAF can speak-
table passes
XHI. Secretary Election
Jordan Fisher elected as
interim secretary until new
secretary is found
XTV. Academic Affairs
Committee chair election
Nominees:
Hugh Livengood
Shon Urbas
Hugh Livengood elected
XV. Approval of President's
Sexual Assault Task Force
SGA approves
XVI. Academic Affairs resolu-
tion
SGA approves
XVII. Announcements
HANNAH HURWITZ
NEWS EDITOR
At a recent SGA meeting
members were informed of a
number of outstanding purchases
made by clubs that are no longer
active at the College. Because
club purchases are often non-
refundable items such as T-shirts
and party items, the school does
not usually follow-up on them.
However, according to
Associate Director for Operations
and Judicial Affairs Trent Barber,
there have been several large pur-
chases made by now defunct
clubs.
Barber was the individual
who brought the issue to light,
and SGA members Hugh
Livengood '07, Shon Urbas '06,
and William Servos '06 respond-
ed by attempting to locate the
missing items.
"[We] have been working to
consolidate the items that have
been purchased for organizations
by the SAF (Student Activities
Fund)," Servos said.
"We are not talking about $45
available to our students." Barber
said. And once regained he would
like to see that "the equipment is
made available for use or that it is
sold and reintegrated into the
SAF for current organizations to
utilize."
The first item the three were
able to locate were rifles, which
Trinity gave $30,000 for the pur-
chase of shooting rifles, equip-
ment, scopes, and jackets."
Barber contacted Servos,
Urbas and Livengood and asked
them to look into the matter of the
missing rifles. "We investigated
the files," said Livengood, "and
contacted Arnold Palmer, the for-
j* .•*.*•
Hugh Livengood
Guns, equipment purchased by the Rifle Club were retrieved.
were purchased by the once pop-
ular Rifle Club. "[Barber] told us
about the Rifle Club, which was
"...Trinity gave $30,000 for... rifles,
equipment, scopes, and jackets."
- Hugh Livengood'07
jerseys or even $100 equipment
as much.as the items that repre-
sent a significant investment of
SAF funds ... that should be
very large several years ago,"
Livengood said in an e-mail.
"Working from spotty budget
records, we were able to find that
mer coach. Last Friday he
brought back to Trinity eight
Olympic quality rifles, thousands
of dollars worth of ammunition,
jackets, and scopes." The students
gave the items to Campus Safety
Director Charles Morris who is
now storing them hi his office in
the Campus Safety Building.
Although he hopes that the
hunt for misplaced club equip-
see SGA on page 8
100 Years ofWemipod -Nov. i 6,1920
Rev. Ogilby to be Installed
as President Wednesday
All Exercises on Campus
Ceremony is to be Primarily a
College Function - Luncheon
in Gymnasium and Football
Game to Follow Ceremony
On Wednesday morning, beneath the vaulted
ceiling of Alumni Hall, Trinity will inaugurate as its
twelfth president, the Reverent Remsen
Brinckerhoff Ogilby. The ceremony has been
planned with the idea of holy solemnity rather than
the blare of bands and the shouting of crowds as aca-
demically-gowned dignitaries pass through city
streets. For this reason the inauguration is to be more
of a college affair and less of a city affair than any
other in the history of the college, and the exercises
will all be held on the campus.
The academic procession will form in front of
the tall battlements of Northam Towers at 10 o'clock
Wednesday morning, and, with the freshmen lead-
ing, followed by the upper classes, with juniors and
seniors in cap and gown, will march across the cam-
pus to Alumni Hall, where the exercises are sched-
uled to start at 10:30. In the procession will be the
faculty, the trustees, the board of fellows, and the
various guests, including city and state officials and
delegates from other colleges.
The exercises will be opened with prayer by the
Tripod Archives
New President Meets Alumni Associations.
Rt. Rev. Chauncey B. Brewster, Bishop of
Connecticut. Professor Henry A. Perkins, Acting
President of the college during the interim
between the resignation of President Luther and
President Ogilby's taking office, will present the
keys of the college to the new president.
William E. Curtis, '75, senior member of the
trustees, will formally publish the vote of that
body, electing Mr. Ogilby to the presidency.
see TRINITY on page 9
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Trinity Hosts
Connecticut Forum
Trinity co-sponsored the Connecticut Forum's panel discus-
sion on biomedical ethics at the Bushnell, hosting a press confer-
ence, reception and dinner in Mather Hall before the event Friday.
Abi Moldover
Connecticut Forum speakers engage in a press conference for local high-
school students and the press.
The dinner was for corporate sponsors of the Forum. The event
"is a good opportunity for President Jones to meet and greet many
of Hartford's corporate leaders and a good opportunity for
Trinity," said Patricia Connolley, director of Campus Events,
Programs, and Publicity.
The Staff of Hartford Hospital co-sponsored the event.
Connolley cited Trinity's partnership with the Hartford Hospital
in the Learning Corridor as one of the motives behind sponsoring
this event.
Trinity has sponsored several Connecticut Forum events since
1997, and Connolly called the organization, which bring speakers
on a variety of topics to the city, "very important for Hartford."
The speakers for the event included international figures in
biomedical ethics, including Francis Fukuyama, Arthur Caplan,
Gina Kolata, Lisa Sowle Cahill, Atul Gawande, and moderator
Michel Martin.
Campus Safety
Reorganizes Resources
Following a number of high profile crimes committed this
semester, campus safety underwent an evaluation of statistics,
types of crimes, and crime locations in hopes of improving
security and safety for the Trinity community.
In locations where crimes have recently been committed,
Campus Safety has assigned extra patrols and is better able to
appropriate the resource of a Hartford police officer on duty
during the evening hours.
"This is a fluid situation. We are undergoing constant adjust-
ment," said Brian Killian, Evening Supervisor for campus safe-
ty-
According to the most recent public statistics, campus safety
reported to two aggravated assaults, eight burglaries, one hate
crime, nine vehicle thefts, and three robberies between January
and June. However, these numbers do not reflect the current cli-
mate for the last half of the year and up-to-date statistics for this
semester were still being compiled for The Tripod at time of
print.
The Tripod will have a full report on the new numbers and
statistics as well as comments from Director of Campus Safety-
Charles Morris in the next issue, available online.
Cornerstone Project Aims to
Enrich Student Experience
range from Alford's plans to bring students
together outside "the basements of certain
Greek letter societies," to Dean of Faculty
Frank Kirkpatrick's promise to consider
extending library hours, to more communi-
ty learning, to efforts to internationalize
Trinity's campus.
Dario Euraque of the Global Initiatives
continued from page 1
of what they don't do." he continued, and
there is "a Balkanization" of groups on
campus.
To get students to "venture beyond the
boundaries of familiar groups and places"
the Research in Teaching Committee sug-
gested fewer but more focused theme
houses; more
common spaces
in the residence
hails: spaces for
better use of free
time, like dark
rooms, studios or
music practice
spaces open to all
students, not just
those enrolled in
those classes; and
most importantly
a new campus
center.
A new cam-
pus center would
be "a central
place where peo-
ple could gather Chuck Pratt
together - to be Interim Dean of Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick presents an intro-
for Trinity what duction to the Cornerstone project at the meeting.
the football stadi-
um is at Ohio State," said Alford.
Karla Spurlock-Evans of the
Committee on Diversity hoped to "rededi-
cate the uses of collective spaces to
increase the opportunities for students to
just bump into each other." She also sug-
gested a "club-like space with alcohol for
students over 21 and music."
The Capital Improvements Committee
also names a new campus center as a high
priority.
Spurlock-Evans hopes to strengthen
the diversity of Trinity's student and facul-
Committee recommended a new Center for
Global Engagement, which would integrate
the international studies department, the
study abroad programs, and more use and
discussion of study abroad experiences for
returning students.
Educational Studies Professor Barbara
Henriques, commenting after the presenta-
tions, called the lack of integration of urban
and international learning a "remarkable
loss."
Susan Pennybacker, Associate
Professor of History, presented the Urban
"... a minority of students hold sway by dint of what they
don't do, [creating] a Balkanization [among groups]."
- Frederick Alford, Dean of Students
ty bodies by offering financial aid to
strengthen Trinity's socioeconomic as well
as racial diversity and by strengthening
affirmative action in hiring and offering
tenure to professors.
Many of the committees expressed a
desire to enhance the academic atmosphere
at Trinity, especially in bringing learning
outside of the classroom. These ideas
Community Action Committee's plan for
the "creation of a new urban endeavor in
the Trinity curriculum that would embrace
teaching in and of cities."
She also proposed that "Trinity devote
resources to the improvement of
[Hartford's] physical infrastructure, hous-
ing stock, public safety, and business vital-
ity."
SGA Hunt for Defunct Club
Purchases to Continue
continued from page 7
meat continues, Barber said he is very
impressed by the work these students have
already accomplished. "I think that Hugh
and Shon have shown tremendous leader-
ship by taking on this difficult task, and the
fact that they reacquired approximately
$30k worth of equipment on their first try
is fantastic."
records beyond 10 years ago and they will
have to dig through a lot of paper records."
He feels that "whether or not [the stu-
dents] recover anything else, they have
done a great service to their fellow students
by reacquiring all of the equipment that is
now back on campus."
SGA does not plan to stop with the
recovery of the rifles. "Our goal," Servos
"... we have limited records beyond 10 years ago and
they will have to dig through a lot of paper records."
-Trent Barber, Assoc. Dir. for Operations, Jud. Affairs
Barber is, however, skeptical about
how much the students will be able to find,
particularly as they search for purchases
made over a decade ago. "They have a dif-
ficult road ahead since we have limited
said, "is really to tie up loose ends, and
make sure that the students' funds are not
taken advantage of."
Future plans include locating a few
yachts that Trinity purchased for the since
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Connecticut College: On Dec. 8, Michael A. Karp will speak at
Conn. College. Karp is a venture capitalist and education innovator.
He has successfully established two charter schools in the high-crime
area of West Philadelphia. During his speech Karp will discuss some
ways in which poor communities can break out of the cycle of pover-
ty and improve their situations.
Wesleyan: Wesleyan completed a property exchange with the
A.M.E. Zion Church on Dec. 1. The church is located on Cross
Street and will now serve as a site for Wesleyan's archeological col-
lection and as a learning center. In return, Wesleyan has given the
church eight acres of its land located at Wadsworth and West Streets.
The church will use the property to construct a 34,000-square-foot
church.
Bates: Saturday, Dec. 4, the Brooks Quirnby Debate Council host-
ed its second annual forensics tournament that lasted for the entire
day. Close to 260 Maine high school students attended and compet-
ed in the event. The competition was judged and included events in
speech, 'Student Congress, and a Lincoln-Douglas debate.
Organizers of the event hope that this event will continue to promote
the College as a top-rate debate school.
Amherst: William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Jurisprudence and
Political Science, Austin Sarat, is slated to receive the 2004 Reginald
Herber Smith Book Award in December. This is the first time that
this award will be given to a Liberal Arts Professor. Sarat is being rec-
ognized for his work in cause lawyering along with the three books he
wrote concerning his work in that area. Sarat, who has authored
many books, has been teaching at Amherst since 1974.
pcomm
events
January 10
February 4
Receptions
New York City
Washington DX.
Trinity Oars {Rouiifltable
February 28 — Boston: Technology Careers
February 28 —-Hartford: Careers In Government:
Tour of the Capitol and Supreme Court Building
March 1 — Boston: Careers in Sports Management
March 1 — Hartford: Legal Careers
save the dates»details to follow
From the Tripod Archives
Trinity Celebrates Twelfth
President's Inauguration
continued from page 7
Greetings to the new president will be con-
veyed by Bishop Brewster for the trustees,
Professor McCook for the faculty,
Professor Charles M. Andrews of Yale for
the alumni, J. W. Lyon, '20, for the under-
graduates, and President William A.
Shanklin of Wesleyan University for
Trinity's sister colleges.
Following the inauguration ceremony
there will be a luncheon in the gymnasium
with Harold B. Thome of the board of
trustees as toastmaster. Among the speak-
ers at that function will be Mayor Newton
C. Brainerd of the City of Hartford and His
Excellency Marcus H. Holcomb (h. '15),
Governor of Connecticut.
Football Game.
There will be a football game between
the teams of the two lower classes on the
athletic filed following the luncheon and in
the evening the various fraternity houses
will keep open house for their alumni.
The pre-inauguration ceremonies will
consist of the presentation of two plays by
the theater was decorated with the college
colors and over the stage hung a huge repli-
ca of the college seal with the words
'Trinity, 1823 - 1904." The late William
Hamersley presided and delivered the
address of welcome. The other speakers
included the Rev. Henry Ferguson, who
spoke for the faculty. Charles E.
Gostenhofer, who spoke for the undergrad-
uates, the Hon. Joseph Buffington, and
President Arthur T. Hadley of Yale, who
conveyed greetings from Trinity's sister
college in Connecticut.
At the luncheon held in the gymnasium
following the ceremonies at Parsons',
presided over by Bishop Brewster, speech-
es were made, carrying to Trinity the greet-
ings of the city, the state and other colleges.
Governor Abiram Chamberlain spoke for
the State, Mayor William F. Henney for the
City and the late Professor Caleb T.
Winchester of Wesleyan for other colleges.
Professor Charles M. Andrews spoke for
the alumni on that occasion, which makes
it peculiarly fitting that he should be their
Tripod Archives
Three Trinity Executives pose 'neath
The Jesters, the college dramatic organiza-
tion, in Alumni Hall on Tuesday night. The
performance will be followed by an infor-
mal dance. The trustees will also meet on
Tuesday night.
Twelfth Inauguration.
Trinity's last inauguration was in
October 25, 1904, when the Rev. Flavel
Sweeten Luther was inaugurated. At that
affair, the exercises were held in Parsons'
Theater, with the academic procession
forming on Prospect Street. The interior of
the elms."
spokesman Wednesday.
After the inauguration, the Trinity foot-
ball team played Stevens on Trinity Field
and preserved the spirit of the day by
defeating the Hoboken eleven, 5 to 0.
During the evening the college campus was
illuminated with the Japanese lanterns,
fireworks were set off on the athletic field
and a big searchlight mounted on the roof
of Boardman Hall continually swept over
the throng on the campus, walking about
'"Neath the Elms."
M
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Who Says You Will Never Find Happiness with a Younger Man?
SEXY SENIOR
Facebooking Date First Eases Nervousness
DIRTY MARTINI ADDICT
When I first saw the blind
date notice in the Tripod, I knew
it was something I would be will-
ing to do. Even if I had a miser-
able time (like that awful blind
date in high school), it would still
be funny, and there would still be
good food.
When I learned that myself
and my other senior friend would
be going out with two sopho-
mores, I started to get a little
skeptical. I had never heard of the
kid who was e-mailing me to set
up the date, and his facebook pic-
ture left much to be desired - it
was of Calvin and Hobbes.
Many worst case scenarios kept
running through our minds, but
with the anticipation of a
tuned to Country 92.5. I knew the
date would be pretty smooth-sail-
ing from then on.
Upon being seated at
Trumbull Kitchen. I
promptly ordered
a dirty martini,
less because I
was nervous ".aHi£
than because I
just have a drink-
ing problem. A
few bad stories and
sips of the drink
later, and I was doing
okay. My female partner in
crime made the first move of
inquiring as to whether or not our
drinking dates were actually 21,
and despite their professing that it
was only a few weeks, and for the
other a few days, the answer was
I promptly ordered a dirty martini, less
because I was nervous than because I just
have a drinking problem.
Trumbull Kitchen dinner ahead,
we fancied up, mumbled some-
thing about an interesting night
ahead on our away messages, and
were off. ..••-'•.. : . ;
We picked up the two boys
outside of Summit and were
pleasantly surprised to find them
much more normal-looking and
attractive than we had ever
expected. A few first date-type
questions later and we learned
that Boy 1 (he is from Kentucky)
likes country music. This was a
big hit for us senior girls, seeing
that we already had the radio
no. We, being newly 21 our-
selves, realized that these sopho-
mores were basically the same
age we are, which has sadly
become a common occurrence.
After realizing that we had
been talking for too long and had
only decided upon ordering the
spinach and artichoke fondue, it
was time to take a moment and
actually look at the menus. After
ordering pretty much half of what
the restaurant offered, we finally
got to know each other a little bet-
ter.
We realized that we were sit-
ting across from two pretty world-
ly kids, and despite what we had
expected, they were not very small
(as one of us had feared), not real-
dorky, and not
people who we
would have
been embar-
rassed to be sit-
ting with, had half
of our senior
friends walked
through the door at
that moment.
Two hours, anoth-
er martini (for me that is),
and many appetizers, main cours-
es, and desserts later, and we real-
ized we were having a really great
time. We were getting to know
two kids we most likely would
never have met, and despite me
ranting about one of my profes-
sors, who just happened to be Boy
2's mothers' best friend, our dates
seemed not too disappointed with
the evening either.
One of the most complicated
moments of the evenings came
along with the bill. It took a long
time and many cell phone calcu-
lations for anyone to figure out
how much they owed, and anoth-
er few minutes to figure out how
much to tip on the credit card.
As we piled back into the car
and made our way back to cam-
pus, I was surprised to realize
how successful the night had
been. So in short, when you boys
turn the big two-one next semes-
ter, give us a call, and like I said,
if no one else will, we'll go to
Bourbon Street with you.
SUAVE SOPHOMORE
TOURETTES PHOBIC
I'm worried that this article
will be a disappointment to some
readers. The last of these sensa-
tionalized the whole blind date
process to the point that it was
Random Hookups: Our Only Option?
JENNY DUNN
FEATURES EDITOR
It's Saturday night at Trinity
College - who are you making out
with? According to many Trinity
students, whoever's ear you're
whispering sweet nothings into in
some basement comer, it probably
belongs to someone that you view
as just a casual hook up rather
than a potential significant other.
Hooking up versus dating on
campus was the subject of a
recent Academically Incorrect
discussion: "Love or Hooking
Up: What Do Trinity Students
Want ... And What Do They
Get?" The talk took place Nov. 17
in Mather, with panelists from
Trinity's campus. While it's not
impossible to date someone at the
school, it seems that the primary
mode of male-female romantic
interaction takes place when
both parties are drunk
and oftentimes at a
frat. Because of the
nature of how
many of the
frats are struc-
tured, the
hook up cul-
ture at Trinity
has created an atmosphere that is
sexist, immature and dangerous."
Gideon Blatt '08 agreed that
dating seems to be the exception
at Trinity: "Rarely do I see cou-
ples walking around campus
"This is the only time in your life when
you can hook up randomly, consequence
free." - Anonymous '05
various Greek organizations par-
ticipating. Said panelist James
Stevens '05, "Basically, we spoke
about the hook up climate on
holding hands. Relationships are
available, but people tend not to
commit too often."
Allie Shean '07 concurred,
saying, "I feel like no one ever
really dates, it's just these rela-
tionships that revolve around sex
with no commitment."
Rather than viewing the ran-
dom hook up scene as menacing,
a senior, who wished to remain
anonymous, took a
very different stand-
point. "This is the only
time in your life when
you can hook up
randomly, conse-
quence free. No one's
expecting commitment, nor label-
ing after that one-night (or five-
night) stand. Who wouldn't want
to take advantage of that? I wish I
still could," she commented, refer-
ring (jokingly) to her recent pro-
motion to the status of girlfriend.
How did we get to the point
where the bulk of physical con-
nection occurs only in the dark,
with cheap beer on our breath?
One senior's theory is as follows:
"I think the physical culture of this
school partly affects the social
see ONE-NIGHT on page 17
make 20 bucks.
The girls picked us up. We
went to dinner. We made polite
conversation. Both girls were
very sweet and engaging, and my
prior fears about a burst of
Tourettes at the table were
While a perverse part of me wished that
the date had been cringe-worthy... it was
actually quite fun.
more painful (in a "fascination
with the abomination" sense) than
an episode of "The Office."
While a perverse part of me
wished that the date had been
cringe-worthy, just so that I could
have written a more tantalizing
article, my blind date was not. It
was actually quite fun.
Having never been on a blind
date before, I had reservations.
What separated this blind date
from a normal one, as far as I
could see, was that it was actual-
ly a double blind date. Normally,
or so I assume, on a blind date,
there are actually three parties"
involved. There are the two who
are fixed up, and there is at least
one more party who has said,
"These two individuals seem to
have similar interests and would
probably get along. I should
facilitate that." In this process,
there was none of that. I was
given only a name. As such, my
thoughts ran to the darkest
recesses of my imagination about
what sort of severe mental scars
and physical abnormalities this
girl would probably have. To
assuage my fears, I did the only
logical thing: I Facebooked her.
And thank god I did! Her
photo did appear somewhat
"Trin," which would have been a
potential strike, but a message on
her Wall said how much she
looked like a dork. This relieved
me for some reason, as did her
quelled. It eventually came up
that we had Facebooked the
other, which lightened the mood
even more. I was most intrigued,
however, when the conversation
turned introspective and we
asked why anyone would want to
go on a blind date in the first
place.
It seems to me that after the
first month or so of school each
year, a point is reached where it
becomes taboo to approach a ran-
dom stranger and try to seriously
engage him or her in polite con-
versation. This may be because
groups of friends form quickly
and comfort zones are estab-
lished, because we think there's
nothing overtly in common
between us and that random
stranger, or simply because it
doesn't occur to us to do so.
Whatever the" reason, the
blind date, in my case, became
the perfect excuse to break that
trend and say, "Why not?" The
worst that could have happened
Both girls were very sweet and engag-
ing, and my prior fears about a burst of
Tourettes at the table were quelled.
appreciation of thongs, country
music, and "Donnie Darko."
Most noted, however, was the fact
that she was cute! Shallow as it
is, I knew that no matter how bor-
ing she might turn out to be, at
least I wouldn't have to avert my
eyes.
I was told at the last minute
that the blind date was supposed
to be a blind double date, mean-
ing I had to find a friend. Most
important was that I found some-
one who had experience as a
wingman. My roommate from
last year finally gave in, although
not until he was assured he'd
was that I had a bad time and a
new story to tell. The best ...
well, the best didn't happen, but
the end result was on that side of
the fence.
I realize I was lucky that my
blind date didn't become a horror
story, at least not from my per-
spective. The potential was there,
but it always is no matter what
you do or where you go on the
weekend. Friends asked after-
wards if I'd do it again, and I
think that I would.' If it goes as
well as the last, I'll have yet
another cute friend to add to
Facebook.
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Inverted Quiz Will Help Students to Enjoy Weekend
"One Hell of Time" Awaits Genius Who Knows Answers
MORGAN GLESZER
„ - FEATURES ALUMNUS
Wesleyan Weekend is rapidly drawing
near. Soon the campus will be flooded with
those sweet young things from Smith,
Wellesley, Sarah Lawrence, Skidmore, and
Vassar. Since September all of you have
been too busy to even think of women, so
most likely your social etiquette is in bad
need of repairs. On Friday you'll all be
casting off your dungarees for tails and the
social whirl will be on.
Realizing the need for a definite brush-
ing up of the traditional Trinity "savoir-
faire," the Tripod ever on the alert, has
carefully compiled with the aid of
Professor Adams' valuable little hand-
book, What to Say and What Not to Do, a
quiz entitled What Not to Say and What to
D o . . . : . . - - . - . . _ . _ •
Answers are upside down underneath
each question. Don't peek—be fair to your-
self. There are eight questions: if you get
six out of six, you're a superman; if you get
five correct you can rest assured that you're
as debonair as they come; if you get four
you're still a gentleman. Anything less than
three makes you an "O-U-T," or the college
girls' nightmare. If you get less than two,
you had better hustle over to the library
where you will find on reserve a shelf of
books carefully chosen by Dr. Adams and
the Tripod to help you become as smooth
as a Barbasol face before the big weekend
begins. Read them all through carefully
and you will become a new man.
Especially recommended are Ralph
Erickson's valuable little book entitled The
Technique ofTea-tottling in All Its Aspects;
How to Handle a Swarthmore Girl, by
Cooper and Lafore; and Dr. Jaquith's
revealing little essay, "What Every
Freshman Should Know About Women."
All these and many more should be con-
sulted at your earliest convenience.
1 - First of all, when your heartbeat
arrives, should you (a) tell her how lovely
she looks? (b) comment on the dirt in her
left ear? (c) kiss her with a Clark Gable
smackeroo? (d) give her a peck on the right
cheek.
ajenoissed B UI p3ipo[ noi
^pjeipauiiui aqs pm? snonoma
ajpxa HIM siqx i-iaq 3pa«l
2 - If she brings her mother along,
should you (a) tell the old war-horse to take
a powder? (b) invite her mother to the Soph
Hop? (c) Leave her at the chapel?
•aj!I iaq jo JS3J aqj JOJ aoi jaqmaum
1)TM jaqjoui jnjajBJtg aqx uajqSnep
jaq JOJ icjd HBD aqs ajaqM. pdcqa aqj
O) jaq ajfHj 'pijjqSnoif} aq oj yaeM. ^(jeaj
no£ JI 'pncq .iaqjo aqj ano trem DBUIOAV
-ano B )on 3j tnoi jeqj Moqs pan sno
-|Baf ]J}§ Jnovf 33{Bia J[IM. no£ siip Suiop
Xg -jiasjno^ aairep aqj o} Jaq a^ex
3 — If a wolf approaches, should you (a)
glare at him? (b) ignore him? (c) ask him to
take care of your date? (d) get a drink?
aqj JOJ jaq aas }(uop noX JI uaAa pne fiaq
JSIUJ noX ;^qj jraq A\oqs HIM siqx -ajep
jo area a^Bj ran} jaj '§jq ag
see fiWZ on page 16
Underground Coffeehouse
Always Serving:
Ceffee, Chai, Hot Qboealate, Aex=>£_e Ctoea.
and Handmad£i£mores!
Thursday, Deceoiber 9fli
Live Music Act
Joe Scala, Austin
and Sandra
Come see one of the Undergrounds most- ndee
Located BlUgiJMather Din!
Monday to Friiay;tG *un. |9ft3
Saturday, 10 a.m. tej 10pJ».
Sunday, 12 p.m. to 12 ajn.
of:
past;
The end of the semester has come ~ the last -week of classes,
and the beginning of stressing over finals. No one knows this
stress better than former Trinity professor Sue Thsayer, who
died tragically from red-ink poisoning. Now, from beyond the
blackboard, Professor Thsayer can tell you what's in store for
you as the semester comes to a close.
AO-UAGJUS
OAWUARV 20 -
You're a faugh coo\Ae, Aquarius, so you'll
stay fairly relaxed during the dnaos <?f finaL
exams and-papers. You're Like the t^rh?ise
of the fabLe. The TVrtaise and the JJare/
you know that sL?W and steady Wins the
race, so instead of Waiting until the night
before, you'll be Working With slow and
steady corfiience. \Cu6os. Aquarius.
Prsces
- MAft.c« 2G
You should neVer trust technology,
Pisces. After spending many Late-night
h<?urs typing aWay. refining y^ur Warding to
perfection, technology is g^ing to fail y^u.
6(7 be alert while you're Working on those
papers, because you're going to have to
remember enough to Write it aLL again.
-5orry, don't shoot the messenger.
M A A C H 2 1 - Ap>fU(_ 19
You've been stressing about your finaL
exam since you got a P on the midterm.
Aries. \VeLL don't Worry — as long you
study. I predict a passing grade, but by
study. I actually mean going to the Library
and Heading your textbook, not flipping
through your notes as you watch the O.C.
before going out to the Tap.
- M A X 20
You're pretty low on cash, owing to a few
too many handLes of Pubra. but you stiLL
Want to be a thoughtful friend this holiday
season. As much as your friends Would
appedate a piece of original poetry, you're
better off steering cLear of the "home-
made" gifts and just being there for them
whiLe they're stressing osier exams.
- O u w e 21
CJemini, you are a true sports fan. Instead '
of being in the Library, researching for your
30-page paper, you're going to be cheering
the £>ants on at etiery possible opportuni-
ty. You might Want to consider forming an
all-sport cheerLeading squad — you're def-
initely Varsity Captain materiaL even if
you have to be a main base.
CAMCEA.
O U N E 22 - O U L V 22
You're the shining star of the Zodiac this
month. K/)r. (or tvjs.) Crab. You re going to
ace your exams Without e f^er picking up a
book, and your papers wiLL somehow magi-
cally Write themselves. This gives you
more free time to concentrate on your LoVe
Life, which WiLL also be pretty darn stupen-
dous. Congratulations!
Ouuy 23 - AUGUST 22
•5ince you're a social chair at heart, Leo,
the end of the semester, for you, isn't
about Work, it's about partying with your
friends as much as possible before parting
for a month. You'd rather get aLL the camp
out of your system than churn out 10-
pagers. E>ottom LineYou'LL have a fun
Week or two. then fuli^out panic.
V/fOGO
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMteft. 22
4>o. you've had a steady hookup for a num-
ber of Weeks now. Virgo. CJood for you. The
bad news is. Winter break is soon
approaching, and thai inevitable conversa-
tion about where you stand WiLL have to be
had. -5top Lying to yourself. Virgo. If you
cant face them coming to visit you at
home, it's never going to work out
- OcTo&eft. 22
Just because it's the end of the semester
doesn't mean that R_A."s aren't s t i l l mak-
ing rounds. I know that you Want to throw
a big pre-NeW Year's party, but it WouLd-
n't be a great idea — unless you're broking
forward to adding the stress of being Writ-
ten up to the stress of everything ebe
you need to get done.
SCOft-PCQ
OCTO&EA. 23 - MoWEM&Eft. 21
Pont you fret £>corp. You'll hasle time
amidst the studying and paper-Writing to
fit in a date With the girL or guy you've
been sweating, pate and horoscopes haVe
taken you this far. and now it's up to you
to make your move. 60 suck it up and call
your crush, because he or she may Very
WeLL end up being the Love of your Life.
SAGfTTAftJUS
NOV£M&£A- 22 - .DeCEM&ECft- 21
-f>ag. you don't have Very good Luck. The
next few Weeks WiLL be no exception.
i>tart taking your vitamin C now. because
the Lack of flu Vaccines this year WiLL Lead
to a pretty heinous iLLness. -f>tart your
Work for finaLs right this minute, because
it's hard to study when your face is in a toi-
Let bowL.
- oANUAfiy 19
ELxam period is going to be a rough time for
you, Cappy, but you WiLL come out Victori-
ous in the end. You re just good through
and through, and you re going to do it right
A balanced mix of Work and play wil l serve
you WeLL and when aLL is said and done
youll look back on the end of the semes-
ter and feel great about i t
Tiipoi.
In celebration of the Tripod's centennial, the staff has created this timeline to show some of the evolution of the paper over
the past century. The timeline also shows present students what those in the past were up to, as well as the issues that
have reappeared at Trinity.
Dec. 12, 1905 - The sophomores, in an
attempt to stop a banquet thrown by the
freshman class for the junior class, kept
kidnapping the freshman in charge of
planning the event. Apparently the
freshman were too tricky, because none
of the kidnappings actually forestalled
the event.
THE TRIPOD
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Sept. 23, 1904 - The Trinity
Tripod first went to print
Jan. 12, 1924 - The paper gave an
update on one of the most famous
graduates of Trinity at the time,
Richard Barthelmess '17.
Barthelmess was a member of Psi U
while at Trinity and went on to great
fame as a silent movie star, and man-
aged to transition to talking movies as
well. The article explained the com-
petition in Barthelmess's marriage for
which one would come to the greatest
fame the fastest.
Nov. 15, 1938-Alive
-rooster narried
Thurman was institut-
ed as a mascot. Some,
however, felt that this
rooster was an evil tal-
isman and did not
bring good luck.
1914 - At the request of the Board of Trustees The Trinity Tripod dropped the use of
Trinity in its title, beginning with the first issue of that year, Sept. 29, 1914. The Trustees
thought that the name sounded like "an irreverent jingle." The masthead was changed in
the next issue to be more visually appealing, as announced in the Oct. 6, 1914 edition.
Nov. 18, 1941 - While this may
not have been the first joke
issue, the focus of this paper
was dedicated to bad-mouthing
Wesleyan. The paper's dedica-
tion to; Trinity's victory was
apparent in the answers to the
question, "Would you send
your son to Wesleyan?" "No, I
want him to go to college"
should suffice as Tripod's take
on our long-time rivals.
The Trinity Tripod would like to
thank the Watkinson Library for their
help in our search through the
archives. All images not otherwise
indicated are from archived Tripods.
All issues of the Tripod may be found
in the Watkinson, but only those
images and articles from before the
1950s reprinted or referenced here
were, taken from the Watkinson. All
others are from the Tripod Archives.
Mai; 1,1924 - An expose ran
about the uncompleted gar-
goyles over the doorways of
Seabury and Jarvis Halls.
Some of these blocks remain
uncut to this day.
www.thesilentsaregolden.com
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•"" Thirty-Throe Taken
"""" Ten Fraternities
Relfeinus Ail
Nov. 5, 1958 - During Parents'
Weekend ground was broken on
what was to be the new Student
Union, which would later be
known as Mather Hall.
i
cm' Prohibits; All Drinking
Renting -'• „ ' ; - 'HTi
flit
DR. JACOBS, WE PROTEST
.'**/, " * " '*""* i *• 3SX-
ir"",' . -
3fcO'JH.' LR-'Kc' ATURDAYNov. 4,1930 - A Tripod editori-
al ran that exhorted students to
not only show up at games, but
the drown out the far fewer
fans for the opposing teams by
cheering on their own Bantams.
Feb. 8, 1956 - Tripod
listed the names of all
the students taken as
pledges at College fra-
ternities for the semes-
ter on the front page.
Sept. 16, 1975 - Trinity
I was faced with a problem
\ as the College had to find
\ a place for a permanent
rathskellar (beer garden).
TRIPOD \
Fralarnifies Challenged To 'Clear IITJHO'
Mof h»t; Ca*'t Be " R M I Campu* Ceflir*
; 1982 - February of this year^
\ brought a number of com-
\ plaints about the bookstore to i
j the forefront. Due to editorials
\ and letters to the editor the
= operation and policy of the
\ bookstore was made the topic
: of conversation in a "Cave dis-
cussion," which was run by the
Mather Campus Center direc-
tor. One of the complaints
raised was what students saw
as excessively high prices.
Apr. 16, 1985 - Tuition
for Trinity's 1985-1986
school year increased by
$750, bringing the total
to a whopping $9,370.
:This number does not
reflect room, board, stu-
dent and general fees.
".. ' 11VU \JLJ
~T7T*^l=i-mrfr
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1964 - Oct. 19, 1964 the College banned all drinking
by undergraduates on campus at all social functions,
including at fraternities. Prior to this beer and wine
were allowed to be drunk during the week, with
liquor allowed at fraternities on the weekend. At
College-sponsored dances students could bring their
own liquor. The Tripod of Nov. 10,1964 showed the
student reaction to this ban, with the front, inside
front, back and inside back pages covered with die
signatures of students who protested the enaction of
the restriction without the consultation of the stu-
dents it affected.
Tuition Increases :
Thit
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Feb. 27, 1979 - President Theodore
Lockwood and Dean of Students David
Winer addressed the issues of sexism and
racism on campus related to the fraternities.
Though Winer mentioned the activities of
the fraternities, no specific mention was
made of their actions and the article focused
on membership rather than behavior. Most
fraternities stated that they did not want to
go co-ed. Less than 20 years later, the
choice was taken away from them.
Feb. 4, 1992 - Prof. Diane
Zannoni studied the dis-
parity in pay between
male and female profes-
sors, finding that men, on
average, made $5,415
more than women. The
results did not look at sen-
iority of professors.
1999 - Trinity Men's Squash began a 6-year
run as National Champions by downing
Harvard 8-1, avenging a loss to the Crimson
in the tournament finals the year before. The
Bantams had become the first non-Ivy League
school to defeat Harvard in 1998, capturing
the regular season championship for the year.
i Launched in 2002, The Trinity
Tripod Online has been sucessful at
both widening the audience for the
print edition and creating features
that exist solely on the Web. The
final issue of the Fall Semester of
The Trinity Tripod will appear exclu-
sively online to celebrate the next
phase of the paper.
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Around Trinity
AT is trying to be Around Trinity as often as AT
possibly can, considering that in just a few short
weeks AT, along with everyone else, will be at
home, spending lots of QT with the fam and try-
ing to avoid all those losers from high school.
Some of you might get sick of doing the same
old things every weekend at Trinity — AT does-
n't. AT knows how much AT will miss the bad
dancing and the filth come January. So keep it
up until the bitter end, Trin! There's still a few
good partying days before finals!
Drunk Girls at Basketball Game.
Okay — AT has been to Trinity basketball games,'
and AT completely agrees that there is a pathetic
absence of spirit in the stands. But when AT
recently watched a group of girls in the bleach-
rs, taking what seemed to be a swallow of wine
out of two wine bottles for every point scored,
AT realized that there are certain lines when it
comes to enthusiasm for one's team — and these
girls definitely crossed it. AT think is it's great
and all that you ladies got to pre-game at the
game, but when the players can hear you slur-
ring your words, you're just making them jealous
that they can't imbibe as well.
The Sox Go South
On Saturday night AT pulled on AT's cowboy
boots, snapped on a shiny new belt buckle and
spurs, and took a trip to the south. And by that,
AT means Mohegan Sun. While the Tim McGraw
concert was boot stompin' good, the high point
came when Theo Epstein, the general manager
of the Red Sox showed up with the World Series
Trophy. Tim proceeded to hoist it on his strong,
manly shoulders and parade it around the stage
as the crowd went wild. OK, AT knows that
Tim's dad was a baseball player but who knew
that he was a Sox fan?
Help I've Fallen and Yada Yada Yada
Perhaps this story is more common than AT
likes, but whenever it happens that doesn't
mean that it's still not absolutely hilarious.
While AT was enjoying a bit of 8o's style rock at
a certain Vernon St, establishment on Sat night,
out of the corner of AT's eye AT spotted an
unidentified flying object. It turned out to be a
sorority girl gone sailing through the air as her
partner twirled her a little too violently. She
landed in a pile of mud and beer, but rallied
quickly to keep on dancing to "I Don't Want to
Lose Your Love (Tonight)."
No Loud Sex During Quiet Hours
AT has been unable to get a good night's sleep
this entire semester. The culprit? No, not the
rats, but some extremely loud fornication ema-
nating from the second floor of Hansen. AT is
too afraid to go see who lives above AT, but
would like the romping to stop soon because AT
is getting addicted to nicotine from all the post-
coital cigarettes that AT has been smoking — and
AT is not even getting any.
You Should See the Cougar
This past weekend, a wild animal was spotted on
Trinity's campus. Watch out because it scratch-
es! Several victims have already sustained severe
lacerations and other deadly injuries. AT would
like to warn anyone who encounters the cougar
to protect your face and carry catnip.
Tripod Makes Delivery Easu as Pie
continued from page 1
just plain bland. Bottom line:
excellent choice for the casual
(read: wasted) diner, but nothing
to write home about.
ABC:
Phone Number: 247-0234
Delivers until: 10 p.m.
Price for a large cheese: $13.57
Ratings:
Sauce: 63
Crust: 7.7
Taste: 7.6
Cheese: 5.8
Comments: ABC slices are of the
infamous square variety, which,
although good for those of us on
Atkins, does make it slightly hard
to eat. Chesney, however, was
enthusiastic, musing that ABC "is
a robust and crunchy option.
Overall it's a very solid choice,
even though the squares are
small. This can be overcome by
just eating more of them." News
Editor Joanna Hecht was a fan of
the whole package: "It had a great
spicy sauce and excellent crunchy
cheese. The shape may be disarm-
ing, but it does facilitate sharing."
Features Editor Jenny Dunn was
perhaps its biggest fan, and com-
pared it to being almost as good
as upstate New York pizza.
Bottom line: some mixed
reviews, but generally considered
pretty tasty with good flavor.
Campus:
Phone Number: 246-3663
Delivers until: 4 a.m.
Price for a large cheese: $13.95
Ratings:
Sauce: 5.1
Crust: 6.2
laste: 6.2
Cheese: 5.8
Comments: Ah, Campus Pizza.
Always near and dear to N
our hearts, as not
only is it practi- .
cally on campus,
but probably causes
heart failure
too. Another
purveyor of square
slices, it tastes
pretty similar to
ABC, though with more
spices in the sauce and
cheese. Other than Norris,
who compared Campus to ABC's
ugly cousin, most of us found the
two to be pretty comparable.
Hecht enjoyed it, loving the
"delectable chewy crust. It pretty
much melts in your mouth. Yum!"
Although not many liked the
sauce, the overall pizza experi-
ence was definitely enjoyable.
Bottom line: It's hip to be square.
Plus, they're so close you might
not even need delivery.
A-l Pizza:
Phone Number: 525-6666
Delivers until: 11 p.m.
Price for a large cheese: $9.95
Ratings:
Sauce: 4.2
Crust: 6.1
Taste: 5.6
Cheese: 5
Comments: A-l can be descibed
best by Norris, "It is the
Switzerland of pizza." And by
Chuck Pratt
Opinions Editor Dan Scoilan enjoys a slice of Gity Pizza. Yum!
that he means that it is pretty
much neutral. There's nothing
bad about it, but nothing that
great either. Almost everyone
described it as bland and Editor-
in-Chief Eileen Flynn said "the
lack of sauce detracted from the
overall pizza experience." Others
enjoyed the overall taste, saying
that all parts mixed well with
each other to from a pretty nice
slice of pie. Bottom Line: If you
like Campus but don't like
squares, this might be the place
for you.
Domino's:
Phone Number: 548-0050
Delivers until: 1 a.m.
Price for a large cheese: $11.65
Ratings:
Sauce: 4.25
Crust: 3.8
Taste: 4.5
Cheese: 4.6
Comments: Good god, this was
abysmal. There is just no compar-
ing corporate pizza places to local
ones. They also lied about how
close they were and it took almost
an hour for the pizza to get here.
Hecht said it tasted mass-pro-
duced, while Baumgartner said it
seemed undercooked or
defrosted. Chesney felt a
little more
• - '.'-
J
 .-" ' • strongly: "It
w a s
squishy,
bland, and
industrial. It
was 'The
M a n '
pizza; the product
of soulless
machine culture
and too much TV." Right.
Well, that too, then. Norris was
also displeased, saying, "Each
bite yields a queasiness and anger
in the customer that I like to call
the 'Domino Effect.'" Bottom
Line: It's the Hilary Duff of pizza.
Sure, it's got a lot of publicity and
cheese, but really it's just all arti-
ficial.
Sergeant Pepperoni:
Phone Number: 233-8888
Comments: They didn't answer
our phone calls. Hmm.
City Pizza:
Phone Number: 236-2616
Delivers until: 2 a.m.
Price for a large cheese: $10.99
Ratings:
Sauce: 6.4
Crust: 6.4
Taste: 7.5
Cheese: 7
Comments: City Pizza represents
all that is good and holy in the
pizza world. Famous for their
sauce on top, it had the most
authentic taste of any pie that we
sampled. And as Tripod Staff
members, we are treated to its
deliciousness at least once a
week. As Norris says, "City Pizza
is like an 61a-frien4- It's always
there for you and never changes."
Other definitely agreed and
Scoilan said that it's by far the
best for a last night hunger crav-
ing. However, it does taste differ-
ently than other delivery pizza.
Hecht wasn't a fan of the cheese
and didn't approve of the slightly
chunky sauce. Bottom Line: The
overall favorite. It's just really
good pizza.
So there you have it, boys and
girls. We saved the best article for
our last print issue of the season.
This weekend, when facing some
P.I. (pizza indecision) you know
where to turn. Just don't ask us
for anything else this semester.
We're completely and utterly out
of ideas. Have a happy holiday
break!
A Quiz for Imbeciles
continued from page 13
•SNDja V £33 SN3d
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4 - If she should refuse a
scotch-and-soda, should you (a)
teE her that you admire her for
her abstinence? (b) drink it your-
self? (c) Force it down her.
aqs ssuuaqjo 'i[jnj3JB3
-urn} aq pmoqs q3BOJddi?
uaq
JBUJ uoissaidun aqj }3§ )q§nu
5 - If at the dance your date
says she is hot and would like to go
out and get some air, should you
(a) take her figuratively and jump
at the opportunity? (b) be demure
and let her persuade you? (c) play
real hard to get and say "NO!"
jjoq S^UOJI aqj anqM
'IOOJ uurep B aq J4HOQ
m
3UIOS
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6 - When you're at the game,
should you (a) explain each play
to her in detail? (b) let her explain
it to you? (c) tell dirty jokes?
•aureg neqjooj
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10 Ten
Reasons Why Trinity is
Setter than Pisney World
10. Our Pleasure Island isn't 21-plus.
9. It 's definitely a small world, but not as
annoyingjy diverse.
8. You don't have to watt in line for a ride
— just go to a f rat.
7. Who needs Mickey when we have
Jimmy?
6. It's only hot when we want it to be.
5. A herd of f roshies are way more enter-
taining than a parade.
4. Instead of going to Japan at Epcot, you
can just order I Love Sushi.
3. Nobody at Disney dresses up like a cock.
2. You have a better chance of hooking up
with a Kappa dressed like a princess than
Cinderella.
1. A wa[k of shame down Main St., USA
would be so much more wrong than the
Long Walk home.
One-Night Stands: Here to stay
continued from page 12
atmosphere here. During freshman
year it is next to impossible to get
a car on campus, so those who do
have an interest in 'going on a
date' don't really have an opportu-
nity to do so until sophomore or
junior ye.tr - unless, of course,
you want to meal/flex your sweet-
heart a Bistro or Cave combo; and
if you guys shuffle off to Mather,
you are stuck at an awkwardly
long table with 25 of your other
freshman friends who are so
excited about the ice cream fla-
vors, you can't get a word in edge-
wise. Walking off campus some-
where, anywhere, is tough after 6
p.m., and 4 p.m. in the winter, so
there goes that idea. And so, we
all become disinterested in the
prospect of dating because there
is not really an opportunity to do
so. When we finally do have the
freedom to drive off campus,
we're sick of the guys here and we
just want to grab a bite to eat with
our friends or peruse West
Hartford Center for a cute knick-
knack ... it's just the nature of the
beast."
Another senior female places
the blame for the dearth of a dat-
ing scene at Trinity on the oppo-
site sex: "People don't date, I
think, mostly because guys (for
the most part, not to stereotype)
feel like college is four years to
be crazy and hook up with as
many people as possible. Settling
down too early is a scary prospect
to a lot of people." •-
Whatever the reasons for it,
and however frustrated or dissat-
isfied we may feel about it, this
pattern of late night hook ups,
apart from the occasional "hyper-
couple," who spend every waking
moment together, seems to have
become the accepted norm here.
That said, what can Trinity stu-
dents expect from this scene?
Bryce Baschuk '05, a
Commitment Issues major and
Body Language minor, takes us
year by year through the typical
male and female hook up experi-
ence:
"Seeing as how Trinity girls
in general will rarely stoop to dat-
ing a guy younger than them,
freshmen guys are restricted to
the dating pool of their own class.
However, as they get older, their
options broaden with each new
class of Trinitettes. Until finally,
becomes very apparent that every-
one in the world is in love except
for them." All the guys are either
paired off already or chasing after
younger girls.
And the period in between
freshman and senior years?
Baschuk told us, "For Trinity
Sophomores, guys and girls, the
subtle disenchantment with the
Trinity College dating scene now
becomes very real. If we haven't
found ourselves a semi-serious
relationship, we find ourselves
envying those who have, and
praying for God to send us an
angel. Unfortunately, God screws
up and sends us a cigarette addic-
tion and grey sweatpants for our
large waistlines." Therefore, we
go abroad junior year looking for
exotic foreign lovers - which
doesn't usually work out.
For us singletons, then, it
"As seniors, Trimty guys have the school
on a string." - Bryce Baschuk '05
as seniors, Trinity guys have the
school on a string."
"The opposite is true,"
Baschuk went on to say, "for
Trinity girls: as freshmen they find
themselves a valued and priceless
commodity, their relative naivete,
chastity, and narrow waistlines
having pushed them to the fore-
front of the Trinity College dating
scene." But, according to
Baschuk, it goes downhill for girls
from there. By senior year, "it
often seems as if the only option
is to participate in this "Trincest"
in order to finally meet someone
worth the investment of one's
emotions. Some may not want
this hook up culture to change;
those who do only need to be man
or woman enough to stop using
alcohol as an icebreaker and see
what sobriety can accomplish.
Chances are, a relationship built
in the drunken dark won't last
long once the lights go on.
•• • . n '
73% of college students use
a designated driver when
they party or
socialize.
>TAY SAFE
E
www. friendsdrivesober.org
For more inforraatiQB, contact: Trinity College Health. Outer
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Alumnus Visits Trinity \ Napoleon Dynamite
GREG POLIN
The
ARTS EDITOR
Tuesday after
Thanksgiving Break, Trinity was
honored with the presence of one
of our most distinguished, though
least known, alumni, Stephen
Belber. However, I'm sure every-
one is aware of the award win-
ning and internationally
renowned play, for which Belber
is a co-writer, The Laramie
Project. Also under his belt is a
recent production on Broadway,
Match, whose star actor received
a Tony nomination for Best Actor
in a Play. Belber has also written
a number of off-Broadway shows,
various TV show episodes, and
the script for the cult film Tape,
by director Richard Linklater,
starring Ethan Hawke and Uma
Thurman.
He returned to Trinity as part
of the Theatre/Dance
pant in the afternoon workshop,
which was both insightful and
entertaining.
As a Trinity student, Belber
was a philosophy major, and
Philosophy Chair Drew Hyland
even attended the workshop to
school, and soon found himself in
the playwriting program at
Julliard, with access to brilliant
professors, passionate peers, and
a vast myriad of student actors,
directors, and designers who were
dying to produce contemporary
Returns to Cinestudio
NICK CALLAHAN
ARTS WRITER
Napoleon Dynamite is one of
those quirky independent films
that unexpectedly and without
warning shoots into national
prominence. Even though this
pattern has been seen many times
before, most recently with My Big
Fat Greek Wedding, rarely has a
Dynamite. If nothing else Jared
Hess gets the award for best
movie character name of the year.
Napoleon is surrounded by sever-
al peculiar characters: his 32 year
old brother, who lives at home,
and whose main hobby is cruising
the Internet and looking for
women in chat rooms while he
trains to be a cage fighter, his
v,v,v..JvJ forum.at
Joshua Jackson starred in the Laramie Project's filmic adaption.
catch up with his old pupil. It was
during his years at Trinity that he
really learned to love playwriting
...he went from being a Philosophy
major... to being a successful playwright...
Department's Seabury 19 series.
He conducted a workshop for
nine students in the afternoon,
and then presented a lecture and
held Q & A' in the evening.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
attend the evening session, but
was present and an active partici-
and built up a small library of
work. After graduation, he trav-
eled around for a bit, attempted
acting and doing, as he referred to
them, /'quirky one man shows."
He made money by being a jour-
nalist for various small papers.
He then decided to return to
Motorcycle Diaries Is
Not an Honest Film
EVAN NORRIS
ARTS EDITOR
One of the most difficult
things to resolve for a film critic
is his love of entertainment and
his respect for historical accuracy.
How many factual errors can a
critic tolerate before he pans an
otherwise compelling and pro-
voking story? It is a testing posi-
tion to find oneself and certainly I
have, discovered no formula for
extracting myself from the dilem-
Pearl Harbor that a review of
their historical precision seems
superfluous. Still, other examples
emerge that are supremely enter-
taining but sadly, deeply flawed
in an historical context.
Strangely, most of these movies
are made by Mel Gibson, and
Braveheart is the most appropri-
ate example. He took liberties
with the life of William Wallace,
but, in a way, I am happy he did.
Now, in 2004, a movie has
www.darkhorizons.com
Gael Carcia Bernal plays revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Guevara.
ma. been released that is not histori-
cally inaccurate, but historically
omissive, perhaps an even more
dangerous scenario. The movie is
Sometimes the dilemma is
made easier by the fact that the
historically inaccurate movie just
isn't any good. There were
enough mistakes in casting and
production in Gladiator and
The Motorcycle Diaries which
see MOTORCYCLE on page 21
works.
After graduating from the
program, he returned to journal-
ism for a time, before falling in
with the Tectonic Theater. The
group was planning to do a piece
on Michael Sheppard at the time
and wanted to bring someone into
the project with some journalistic
experience to perhaps more easily
attain interviews from the various
citizens of Laramie, Wyo. He
www.msnbc.msn.com
Jarred Hess, left, wrote, directed and stars in Napoleon Dynamite.
see SCREENWRITER on page 20
movie impression lasted so long.
It is hard to go anywhere without
hearing this movie quoted, espe-
cially on this campus.
The movie is centered on the
life of a high school student
named, conveniently. Napoleon
uncle who is attempting to relive
his glory days of high school
football, and his best friend
Pedro. The movie also sports a
llama named Tina, but let's not
see NAPOLEON on page 20
The Leopard
Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
(Italy, 1963) Cinestudio presents a masterpiece of Italian einema. by Luchino
Visconti,whose impressive body of work- includes Ossessione, Rocco and His
Brothers, The Damned and Death in Venice. Restored under the supervision of cine-
matographer Giuseppe Rotunno - and without the egregious dubbing job and the 20
minutes of cuts of the original American release - The Leopard is a revelation.
Burt Lancaster stars as the Prince of an aristocratic Sicilian family who lives to see
the dissolution of his way of life, as his rebellious son (Alain Delon) marries a rich
commoner, played by Claudia Cardinale. Himself an aristocrat-turned-Marxist,
Visconti found a certain melancholy in the inevitable end of an outdated era. "To
those who are coming to the movie for the first time, I say open your eyes, open your
ears, open your mind, open your heart and let it ravish you." - Writer and director
James Toback. 205 min.
Vera Drake
Dec. 12 -14 at 7:30 p.m. Dec 12 also at 2:30 p.m.
(Britain, 2004) Actress Imelda Staunton is sure to get an Academy Award nod for
her deeply moving performance in Vera Drake. Director Mike Leigh is known for his
rapport with actors, with whose collaboration he writes his films, from Secrets & Lies
and High Hopes to Naked. Staunton projects selfless courage as a working class
woman in 1950s London, who finds satisfaction in helping the people around her, in
her job as a cleaning lady, as an aid to invalids, and by performing abortions for des-
perate women. Somehow the fact that abortion is illegal doesn't enter her conscious-
ness, or at least it doesn't prevent her from doing what she believes is right. The
changing expression on Vera's face when she is finally arrested is hard to watch, and
harder still to forget. Winner Venice Film Festival - Best Film, Best Actress 125 min.
Napoleon Dynamite
Dec. 10 -11 at 10:05 p.m.
(2004) Straight outta Brigham Young University, 24-year-old director Jared Hess'
tribute to teenage geekhood returns to Cinestudio's Late Show! Take a trip to small-
town Idaho, where a slightly demented high school senior nicknamed Napoleon keeps
looking on the sunny side, in spite of his supremely dysfunctional family (let's not
even get into Uncle Rico and his herbal breast enhancers), and what might gently be
called his loser circle of friends. Their minimalist dialogue, no-brain schemes and
hilarious pickup strategies (one involving a frozen bass) make Wayne & Garth look
like coffee-swilling graduate students . . . 86 min.
* Red Lights
Dec. 12 - 14 at 7:30 p.m. Dec 12 also at 2:30 p.m.
(France, 2004) Georges Simenon's mysteries - tike the movies of Alfred
Hitchcock - draw their irresistibly poisonous thrill from the murderous dark heart of
marriage. That may be why this high-tension French film, based on a Simenon novel,
has the same emotional punch as classic Hitchcock. A bickering couple - she's a high-
powered attorney, he's a walking midlife crisis - set off on a road trip from Paris to
pick up their kids from a summer camp in the south of France. Among the bumps in
the night that await are an existentially-huge traffic jam, their own free-floating hos-
tility, and somewhere out in the darkness, an escaped killer on the loose. "A sinister
fantasia in which everything is fated to go wrong-and the most ambiguously com-
pelling romance around." New York Magazine. 106 min.
cinestudio.org
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Professor Bankwitz Leeds Constructive,
DR. PHILIP C.F.
BANKWITZ
In reading (he current issue
of the Trinity Review with the
supposedly vigilant eye of the
reviewer, I was reminded of the
comment about Thomas Wolfe
at the end of the first, and best,
reviews of Look Homeward
Angel, a comment which led me
to consider the rather alarming
responsibilities of a literary
magazine on campus. The com-
ment, or rather my paraphrase
of it, was somewhat as follows:
if so much talent is wasted, then
we are all lost. By talent, I
mean literary talent, and I refer
specifically to that existing in
quantity on the Trinity Campus.
By all of us, I mean of course
the Great Unwashed who read
the Review^ and who stand to
gain or lose, depending upon its
action, a rich literary inheri-
tance. And in the role of activist
and arbiter, I place the Board of
Editors of the Review, itself.
These gentlemen have, it seems
to me, the .heaviest of responsi-
bilities placed upon their shoul-
ders, that of discovering the lit-
erary talent available at Trinity
and of nurturing it to a point
where the bonds of the Self are
broken and some degree of uni-
versality is reached, where, as
Mr. William Gnichtel might put
it in a postscript to his admirable
article, tire: -"noble fury"
becomes something more than
just plain noise. It is on the per-
formance of this role as
! Discoverers and Guardians that
I I think this, or any number of
! the Review should first be
judged. .-.
Before I make my several
comments, I might add that it is
impossible not to sympathize
wholeheartedly with the problems
and difficulties the Board has to
contend with in the preparation of
each issue. For example, it has to
give its product a far broader
scope than would otherwise be
the case on a larger campus; it has
to satisfy the demands of an audi-
ence whose need for humor, criti-
cism and topical comment is not
met by the campus newspaper.
(This, at least, removes the dan-
gers of overspecialization. In my
undergraduate days at Harvard,
the local Funny, the Lampoon.
often degenerated into a third-rate
Punch-cum New Yorker, as for the
organ of the local literary intelli-
gentzia, the Advocate, that often
became, well, unutterably pre-
cious.)
Then take this matter of
encouraging the local talent
which has had to be rooted out of
its various nests. If the Review
prints bad poetry in the hope that
the, say, sophomore poet will be
encouraged to develop his gifts,
all it may end up with by his grad-
uation from college is simply
more of the same. As if this indig-
nity of playing the literary horses,
so to speak, were not enough, the
Board has to pay attention to its
native tendency to develop into a
"Little Group" with its own tyran-
nical standards; it has to borrow
as a condition for survival the
political maxim of a Revolution,
not every third generation, but
every third issue. Finally, it has to
recognize that, due to the inflexi-
ble laws of literary supply in an
academic community of Trinity's
size, the harvest of its labors in
Art's vineyard will be rather mea-
gre in size, at the most only a few
poems, essays or pieces of fiction
of real significance and impor-
tance every year or even two
years. This is of course vintage
wine, and that is enough for the
real devotees of the Ivory Tower,
but it is b>omd to be somewhat
discouraging to others who sym-
pathize at least in part with the
motives of, say, Mr. Henry Luce
in periodical publication.
(Incidentally, these labors may
not be entirely in vain from the
mercenary point of view. With the
current boom in the paper-backs,
and the vast audience they are
creating for worthy literature,;
who knows if the literary tyros of
the Review may not emerge a few
years hence as the powerful pun-
dits of a widely-read, successful.
"Little Magazine?")
From my point of view, the
current issue of the Review is a
success. The editors have pub-
lished a wide selection of work by
the Discovered and the previous-
ly Undiscovered, maintaining the
while a rather high level of per-
formance, with certain exceptions
which I shall presently note. I am
under no illusions that it or any
parts will win any kind of grand
Prix: it brought forth no really
extreme reactions, one way or the
other as far as I was concerned.
But it satisfied, and if you go
along with, my concept of the
Review as a school for developing
talent, as a kind of investment, if
you will, where magnificent divi-
dends are sometimes but not often
paid, that is enough.
Take, for example, Mr. Ward
Just's "Notes toward the
Definition of the Little Places,"
which will certainly not land him
immediately at the 'Talk of the
Town" desk in the New Yorker
office, but which displays a rather
sly and altogether delightful
brand of humor which the Review
could use more of. @r; :Mr:;
Franklin Kury's:»beautifully^aiid;:;
artfully constructed essay; on; the;;•:
Guaranteed Am
gives evidence
which the: Review!'
wish to employ; in other djigpipas::
in the future. '.:.;..;;';'..;; :(:«H\^";V::::%
; In : the fiction. depaifliijeSt^ >;£'\i_
think that the
 : Review ^ SiM^MoiBSe- "
what less;solid ;grdtind this.{BjpeB1
Mr. Steyp Kravette: >s;"A; Spng;;is ;:• ,<|
Heard" feUon deaf ears ;asifajas;3
il;was conceraed:::;I;felt ttathfe;;*;
niighi havei:;done:::berter;:ihad;v&fc;'
writtena poem or a short^story M ;;,
which Sijis piece; 'was aninterlude.: y
;It is Mr. Thomas Lawrence's;~!
"Gromboolian Plain": which;
comes closest, from my pomt- of
view, to violating the sound tenets
laid down by his colleague Mr.
Gnichtel. Except for the extraor-
dinarily impressive concluding
paragraphs, his story ; of the;
Young-Man-with-a-Soul-an-an-
Age-of-Anxiety wallowed in the
murkiest of symbolism. Perhaps
the analogy with Thomas Wolfe I
used at the beginning is not
appropriate here, in regard both to
the style and to the problem of
misdirected effort it raises. On the
other hand, Mr. Michael Levin's
"Shortest Distance between ...",
although employing the perhaps
hackneyed double technique of
stream-of-consciousness and
descriptive narrative, came up
with a fresh and appealing por-
trayal of a disturbed adolescent
driving himself to suicide along a
lonely Florida highway which at
times was reminiscent of Salinger
atbest. • : :
It was perhaps with the poetry
that I was most agreeably sur-
prised, realizing that {he majority
of budding writers today tend
toward fiction as the medium
^ ; } g p . : Both
;|/(ir,;ph«sterJRihgheiser and Mr;;;
^ n ; Rpsev illustrate;:iny •
; validity ;o;f;;th<3;:
^ j for;
-iirs:t;iipt; jbecaus^-his
^ first half;^the
^ ; •fee^atisfe; Ms/ • pqerft
;Snjios| :disriib;ii}g piece; in;
e, prh^ di
take
ff' seemed• to• ;;me to
J>e; :;^iife:acceptable: save; for ;thfe
•fattWast its somewhat; limited
theme did not quite fit into the
imposing Eliot mold he used.
Last, but not least, the
"Charivari" items hit the right
note; I missed, nostalgically I
must admit, any reference in the
article on Walt Kelly and
"Pogo" : to "Li'l Abner" and
"Krazy Kat" as the "best brands
of nothing" in their heydey. The
illustrations are quite satisfacto-
ry, including an art section
which displays Professor
Taylor's etching of St. Jerome
transferred from his 16th centu-
ry habitat pf Vosges mountains
and Rhine plain to Wellfleet
bluffs and the rolling Atlantic.
That sly humor I mentioned
above must be getting around:
what could be a better ending
than Mr. McDay's graphic
reminder of the very direct con-
nection between the Ivory
Tower world and the one just
around Commencement corner?
In sum* therefore, the word
would be "do not fear." On the
basis of this issue at least, the
Review is doing its job. The tal-
ent is not wasted and I; do not
think we shall be lost at alL ;
Embedded" Critical of the Bush Administration
Tim Robbins' Play About Bush and the War in Iraq is Performed in Front of Largely Liberal Audiences
continued from page 1
tors are for - to make sure that
your copy comes out objective."
reporters embedded in it, and the
political think-tank that's calling
all the shots.
www-proofsheet.com
Tim Robbins gives notes to his actors.
"Embedded" takes place It begins with three soldiers
from October 2002 to June 2003 saying their sentimental goodbyes
and cuts back and forth between to their loved ones before being
three different perspectives: sol- shipped off to war and then
diers fighting in the war, the quickly shifts to the board meet-
Chamber Music Ensembles and Private Lessons Recital
Saturday, Dec. 11 at 3 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student instru-
mentalists and vocalists enrolled in the Music Department's
Chamber Ensembles and Private Lessons programs.
austinarls.org
ing of the grotesquely masked
think-tank comprised of absurd
caricatures of the United States'
real political masterminds with
amusing spin-off names like
Rum-Rum, Gondola, and Pearly
White. This political group,
responsible for the decision to
declare war on Iraq, is comprised
of followers of the neoconserva-
tive philosopher-king Leo
Strauss, who believed that the
masses were stupid and the elite
intelligentsia must tell "noble
lies" to these ignorant masses in
order to keep this country pros-
perous.
"Embedded" is not the land of
show that lays everything on the
table and lets you decide for your-
self. It has an agenda and it sticks
to it. It wants to show you that
media embedded in the war is not
objective fact-finding journalism,
but instead a puppet of the gov-
ernment: a government that lies to
you because it believes that you
are too stupid to understand
what's best for your country. And
it succeeds in relaying both mes-
sages.
"Embedded" spends most of
its energy preaching to the choir.
Robbins is well known for his
politics: the audiences that attend
his shows, for the most part,
know about his anti-war stance,
agree with him, and are expecting
those shared views to come
through in his art. Don't get me
wrong, there is nothing inherently
wrong with preaching to the
choir.
But the point of preaching is
to effect change. Preachers don't
exist solely to convert the unbe-
lieving, they are there for the
believers. They are there to work
with those who share their dream
of making the world a better
place. What good is a preacher
who only speaks of fire and brim-
stone with no hope or plan for
redemption?
The title of "Embedded'" is
apt, for in many ways, it is the
piece's precise problem. It is too
embedded in the problems it finds
with the war in Iraq to see any
solutions in sight. While it's not
fair to demand that "Embedded"
clearly outlines a plan for world
peace, arguing that we shouldn't
The show spotlights Iraq.
trust the government or the media
isn't exactly a stunning revela-
tion. It's about as worthwhile as
standing out in the rain and
yelling at people: "We're all get-
ting wet! This sucks!"
.'w.imcfb.corn
Tim Robbins is the creative mind behind Embedded.
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Screenwriter of Ta/?e Gomes to Trinity \ Napoleon Dynamite
Still Going Strongcontinued from page J8wanted to talk about. Belber andthe rest of the Tectonic Theater time the dialogue is to go fromthe very general and universal, tothe minimal and insignificant.
www.offoffoff.com
Belber scripted Tape, a cult film starring Ethan Hawke.
group then turned those inter-
views into what became The
Laramie Project.
The workshop was interest-
ing, especially for me as a philos-
ophy major who intends to go to
graduate school for playwriting,
and has aspirations of writing
professionally. It was particularly
interesting because Belber never
mentioned his own personal set of
criteria for what makes good writ-
ing.
He simply listened to every-
body's short scenes that he asked
them to write, smiled, and nod-
ded. The task he provided was to
.write a two to three minute scene
in which two people who are
strangers discover they actually
know each other. In the mean-
After we all read our scenes,
Belber told us to pick one of our
characters and just write out a
monologue for them in which
they tell the audience everything
they are thinking with a fierce
intensity.
Though I first found this task
tedious and useless, as it's unlike-
ly that the monologue would be
good enough to ever become part
of an actual script, I turned out to
be amazed. In writing this brief,
awkward, terrible monologue that
will never see the light of day, I
suddenly learned a great deal
about the character I had created,
which was the true point of the
assignment.
Overall, I'm very glad Belber
returned to visit Trinity. He was
very down to earth and jovial, but
also charismatic and inspiring.
Telling me how great graduate
school is for a playwright got me
incredibly excited, and the fact
that he went from being a
Philosophy major at Trinity to
being a successful playwright,
makes me want to try all the
more. I'd like to thank the
Theatre / Dance department for
bringing Stephen Belber back to
Trinity, as it was a treat for all of
the students who got to hear or
speak to him.
www.playbill.com
Belber's first broadway show, Match, received mixed reviews.
continued from page -20
get into that. In the movie
Napoleon attempts to help Pedro
get elected Class President, but to
do that they need to defeat
Summer Wheatley, played by
Haylie Duff, Hillary's little sister.
There is also an odd love triangle
and a woman named LaFawnduh,-
who Napoleon's brother falls in
love with. The story doesn't real-
ly go anywhere but it doesn't
need to.
The movie attempts to strad-
dle a line that is nearly impossible
to straddle correctly: they created
a character, Napoleon Dynamite,
that is funny but in many ways it
is very hard to not feel sorry for
the character. I personally feel
that they crossed this line and I
could not help but feel terrible for
Napoleon.
All the other characters are
similarly flawed; there is not a
single character which I spent
more time laughing at then feel-
ing bad for. Not only are the char-
acters pitiful, they are also not
very nice. Conventional wisdom
would say that you cannot make a
successful and entertaining movie
where the main characters are
fundamentally unlikable. That
being said, conventional wisdom
would also say that I'm wrong
about this because practically
everyone loves this movie.
The fact is the movie is well
constructed. This is the second
firm from writer/director Jared
Hess and he does a pretty decent
job. As I said before, the movie is
supremely quotable. I'm sure
everyone in the world has heard
this quote, "Girls only want
boyfriends who have great skills.
You know, like nunchuck skills,
bowhunting skills, computer
hacking skills ..." Yet the writing
itself, lacks any great power, there
is nothing there that is special. I
think it is the writing that leads to
unlikable characters.
The directing is also very
average but that is probably a
product of the movie. The only
really special thing about the
movie is the performance of Jon
Heder, who plays the title charac-
ter. He embodies the character
expertly. I still hate his character
but I respect the fact that he
turned in a performance that is so
in character, the fault is not in his
acting but in the writing.
If you are reading this article
and are a college student, you will
probably like this movie, so if you
want to have some material to
quote for the rest of your natural
life, catch the movie at
Cinestudio, Dec. 10 and 11. If
you happen to be an adult avoid
this movie because there is a huge
chance that you'll detest it.
Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Monday, December 6
Ernst & Young— Transfer Pricing/ Economic Consulting
WGB Y TV- Non-Paid Training totemship
M
Tuesday, Pecemlxar 7
% Aetna, lae— {Interviews ea Campus 12/9/04) E.E. Cammack Group School
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority- Budget and Labor Analyst
Tfaarsdav, December 9
ICF CoasuMag-Entry Level Research Assistants
Friday. December W
Attorney Jesse C. Cohort- Writer- Part Time
Choate Rosemary Hall- 2GG5 Summer Teaching Internship
Monday, December 13
Ernst & Young— Recruiting Candidate Care Coordinator
Tuesday., December 14
The Carnegie Endowment for international Peace- 2005-2GQ6 Junior Fellows
Program
The Renaissance Network- Outside Advertising Sales Representative
Wednesday. December 15
Close Up Foundation- Program Instructor
Infonnatioii Management Network— Part Time Marketing Coordinator Internship
Richmond Braves Baseball Club- Richmond Braves Trainee
National Heritage Academies- Long Term Spanish Substitute Teacher; literacy
Specialist
Courtney, Fink & Forbes, LLC- Receptionist
Progressive Insurance Company- Claims Representative Trainee
United States Golf Association- USGA Fellowship
Apados Education— Tutors
Epic- Software Developer
Thursday., December 16
Saturday. December 18
Tuesday, December 21
America's Growth Capital- Investment Banking Intern (Dec./Jan.)
Goodman Resources- Aefaaiustfative Assistant in Investment Banking Team;
Investor Relations Marketing Administrator
Wednesday,, December 22
Jefferson House- PT Administrative Associate I
Tribune FOX 61 WTIC TV- Promotions Coordinator; Master Control Operator;
Tribune Television Account Executive; News Reporter; Production Technician
PC Connection-Account Manager
Sunday. December 26
The Meadowbrook School of Weston- Substitute After School Teacher
Tuesday, December 28
Metlife-Financial Planner
America's Growth Capital- Javest$aent Research Intern (Winter/Spring)
Window Book, Inc.- Marketing Assistant; Client Care Specialist
Bio-IT World- Account Executive
Thursday. December 30
Kaplan- Instructor
Connecticut Association of Latinos in Higher Education- Intern
Language Corps- International Teacher
Signature Theatre Company— Marketing Inters; Development Intern; Artistic
Intern; Financial Management Intern; Company Management Intern; Production
Management Intern
Conversent Communications— Account Executive
eOrders- Promotion/ Sales Agent
Compuchild- Preschool Computer Teacher
Friday. December 31
FedEx Ground- Part Time Package Handier
ESPN- Part Time Stats Keeper
Manuiife Financial-Teacher (toddler/ infant) •
UFA, Inc.— Software Engineer
MetroSports- Account Manager
Beyondus- Account Executive in Sales and Marketing
Saturday. January 1
flewsday- Metro Editing and Metro Reporting
[More January Listings in Following Ad!]
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoii.erecruiting.com
We're available Konday through Friday, 8:30 PM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on events, special
programs and job listings
^
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The Motorcycle Diaries a Superior Visual Travelogue
Based on the Journals and Memoirs of Ernesto "Che" Guevara and His Longtime Friend Alberto Granado
continued from page 18 As a travelogue. The Granado.
chronicles the early adult life of
Ernesto "Che" Guevara. It takes
place in 1952 when Guevara,
played passionately by Gael
Garcia Bi'in.il. the \ium»
Motorcycle Diaries is first-rate.
The movie follows Guevara and
Granado as they journey from
Buenos Aires to a leper colony in
Peru, meeting opposition and
members.rnigenta.com
Guevara's adult exploits aren't even foreshadowed in the film.
Mexican heartthrob from Y tu
mama tambie'n and Amores per-
ms, and his close friend Alberto
Granado set off on a road trip
across South America^ traveling
from Argentina to Peru on a beat-
up motorcycle they call "the
mighty one." Granado, played by
Rodrigo De la Serna, is a bio-
chemist and Guevara a medical
student with one year left before
graduation. Bofb/ young men put
off their careers to make the trip
during which they hope to see
South America, meet new people
and, Granado admits, have sex in
every country in Latin America.
help along the way. The friends
survive conflict with each other,
often brought on by Guevara's
commitment to honesty and
Granado's penchant for decep-
tion, and become inseparable col-
leagues.
The movie is simply beautiful
to watch. The mountains, rivers,
and deserts of South America are
gorgeously photographed by cin-
ematographer Eric Gautier. Peru,
Chile, and Argentina are all cap-
tured lushly, almost making the
countries though which the young
men travel characters in the film,
which interact with Guevara and
As a biography The
Motorcycle Diaries is somewhat
incomplete and irresponsible. As
Guevara travels throughout South
America accompanied by
Granado, he is exposed to the
poverty of many native communi-
ties. As he encounters poor work-
ers and exploitive capitalists a
sense of injustice begins to build
in him. I thank director Walter
Salles for not portraying
Guevara's socialist evolution in a
heavy-handed way; the turning
points and watershed moments
during Guevara's trip are made
known subtly and gently. But I
do fault Salles for not telling the
whole story. The relationship
between capitalists and workers
in South America is disappoint-
ingly told in black and white
terms and no mention is given to
the conduct of Guevara later in
www.pathefilms.ch
The film follows Guevara and Granado from Argentina to Peru.
his life, when he became more
brutal and uncompromising
toward his opponents than many
of the men he removed from
power.
To be fair to the movie
though, the story of The
Motorcycle Diaries is that of
Guevara's life when he was
young and impressionable and
perhaps it should be judged on
www.pathefilms.ch
The stars of Motorcycle Diaries pose with director Walter Salles.
those terms. But it does worry me
that those seeing the movie with .
not realize its slant, what was
omitted from its story, and, most
importantly, will not be skeptical
of Guevara as an historical figure.
Still, if the viewer removes all
historical contexts from the
movie, they still will find a very
entertaining film. The movie is
similar to Bernal's Y tu mamd
tambien, but it is far less devel-
oped and milder than the steamy
coming-of-age film.
It is a well-produced story of
friends with disparate outlooks on
life who come together for a jour-
ney across their land during
which they learn about them-
selves. Set to great music and
punctuated by glorious vistas,
The Motorcycle Diaries is a
sometimes funny, often touching,
socially conscious movie, but one
which should have an asterisk at
its end.
CAREER SERVICES
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting [Continued]
Sunday. January 2
Louis Drey&s- Analyst Assistant
Tuesday. ,f angary 4
fafiexxion- Sales Manager
Goodman Resources- Equity Research
Administrative Assistant; College Grad
Administrative Assistant
Wednesday. January 5
Triangle Research- Research Assistant
The Advisory Board Company- Research
Associate
Friday. January 7
Quality TfMsitiOBS toe.- Sates Associate
Monday, January 10
Fust Investors Corporation- Financial
Service Representative
Wednesday. January 12
'SCORE! Educational Centers-Assistant
t Director
Friday. January 14
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston-
Research Assistants and Summer Intern
Saterxia?, January 15
HCPro, Inc.-Managing Editor
U.S. Department of the Interior. Fish and
Wildlife Services- Biological Intern;
Interpretive Intern
Washington University- John 8. Ervin
Scholars Program for Black Americans
The Core Foundation- The Coro M o w s
Program in Public Affairs
The American Symphony Orchestra
tgue- Orchestra Management
Fellowship
; The Street.Com— Sales Representative
Monday. Jaaaarv X7
Camp Laurel- Various Summer Camp
Jobs
Digitas- Analyst (Strategy and Analysis);
Sr. Analyst
Tuesday. January 18
Corporate Executive Board- Sa te
Associate/ New business Development;
Member Management Analyst
Friday. January 21
El Pomar Foundation- Ei Pomar
Fellowship
Monday. January 24
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service- Biological Intern;
Biological Technician
Thursday. Jannary 27
Gardener's Supply Company- Statistical
Analyst
Yale Uoi vetsity— -Research Assistant
Cambridge Educational Services, Inc.—
Sales Associate; Editorial Assistant: Public
Relations; Marketing and Sales; Math/
Science and English/Grammar Editors;
Administrative Assistant
Friday. January 28
Marsh, Inc.- Entry Level Claims
Specialist
City on a HiU- Teachers
Saturday. January 29
Mercer Human Resources Consulting-
Health Care and Groep Benefits Analyst;
Health Care and Group Benefits Analyst
Intern
Infinity Broadcasting-Promotions
Assistant; WTIC On- Air Personality
Jacob's Pillow Daace Festival-Education
Department AssisJant
Sunday, January 3fl
Aerotek- Sales Person/ Account Manager
Monday. January 31
^-Berkshire Capita! Corp-ffnterviews
2/3/05) Investment Banking Analyst
John F. Kennedy School- Teachers
Trinity College Development Office-
Spiing 2005 Development Research.
Student Assistant
NISGUA- Executive Director
US Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service- Biological Intern
Sponsors for Educational Opportunity
Career Program- Summer Internships
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for
application information at;
http://trincoil.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through
Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Waik-fn hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
New Y®fk
If you. waul to be in New York City over the
summer or after you graduate, you don't want
to raiss the annual New York City Networking
Reception. Come meet alumni from a wide
variety of career fields and learn more about
their experiences living and working in The
Big Apple.
Please RSVP through Trinity Recruiting at
http://tsrincoll.erec3*tiiting.coin no later
than Thursday, January 6, For security
reasons, you will be asked to show your
photo ID when you arrive at the building.
Students are responsible for their own
transportation to and from this event.
Business casual dress.
If you have any questions or need additional
information please contact Career Services at
(860) 297-2080 or career-services@trincoll.edu.
Monday
January 10, 2005
5:30— 7:00 pm
11 Madison Jlvemie
New York, New Yosrk
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m m
The
Webster
Theoiier
I
6 p.m.
Jan. 7
The Beggars Made
• Counterpoint, Angry
* Beautiful, Make!,
% Forge, Miio, ,
% Since August
 #*.
e
e
B
8
* 3 p.m.
Dec. 11
Reloaded Ent.:
Seemless, Unrest, Void of
Ohmygah, Oryon, Good
Nothing, As Hope Fades,
•
 # Belovedm Drop Factor
SFN
• • • • • • *
• •
e
Souls,
for
Once
<
* •
7 p.m.
Dec. 18
_ • • • • e •
» _ o
7 p.m.
Dec. 17
Senses Fail Midtwon
•» Moneen «"
• Breaking Benjaim •
•The Exies, III Nino •
A Classifieds
Work Around. Classes This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good
Pay. No experience required.
Great work environment.
Possible Scholarships awarded.
Ideal for all majors. All Ages 18+
Certain Conditions apply. Call
for an interview today! 242-0670
Your exams are very important.
Your ultimate destiny is the
most important. Final Frontier?
Coming to your campus soon.
www.finalfrontier.tv Check out
wrww.allaboutgod.com
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysit-
ters or someone to rake your
leaves? Want to sell furniture or
appliances from your dorm
room? Job offerings? Include your
ad in our classified section for just
30 cents a word. E-mail inquiries
LECTURES
7 p.m.
TUESDAY, DEC. 7
RLTTENBURG LOUNGE, MATHER HALL
DEATH PENALTY LECTURE
AN EXECUTION IS SCHEDULED TO TAKE PLACE THIS
COMING JANUARY FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE
PAST 4 0 YEARS IN CONNECTICUT. VOID, SUSHI,
AND TRINITY'S CHAPTER OF AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL ARE SPONSORING A LECTURE
ABOUT THE DEATH PENATLY IN CONNECTICUT.
6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, DEC. 9
ONE ELIZABETH STREET AT ASYLUM AVENUE
SPEND AN EVENING WITH SOCIAL
HISTORIAN/AUTHOR MERRITT IRELEY
AUTHOR MERRITT IRELEY WEAVES THE NUANCES
OF ARCHITECTURE, SOCIAL HISTORY, AND TECH-
NOLOGY TO DECIPHER OUR UNIQUE CULTURAL
L IDENTITY.
Chapel Happenings
8
TUESDAY, VEC._
9:30 p.m/. BANQUET
(friendship Chapel)
WEDNESDAY, VEC.
(Crypt Chapel)
5 p.wu CarOXon/Le&&on&>
6 p.wu Cha#v%e/7lin%vfttyLewynjy
THURSDAY, VEC. 9
4 p.wu SawamjemtcrfKeconctluxL
6:30 p.wu ZEN Meditation/
(Crypt Chapel)
SUNDAY, VEC. 12
5:15 p.wu Trinity Vetpery
6 p.wu Holy EuchcwL&tService/
(Crypt Chapel)
9:30 p.m/. Recitation/of the/Row,
Chapel)
16
TUESDAY, VEC. 24
12 noon/. BANQUET OAod/PotUcch
LiAncheon/
(friendship Chapel)
WEDNESDAY, VEC. 15
(Crypt Chapel)
5 p.wu Caritton/leaonfr
6 p.wu Chcun%e-%Vn%iMJ^L
THURSDAY, VEC.
4 p.wu
6:30 p.wu ZEN Mediation/ „ . ._
(Crypt Chapel)
SUNDAY, VEC. 18
5:15 p.m/. Holy Eucha-rC&tService-
9:30 p.wv. Recitaticm/ofthe/Roia4y
(friendship Chapel)
10 p.wu ROWUMX/CatholCoMa&y
10 p.wv. ROWUMV Catholic Maw
y, Dec. 20, 2004 through/Susuleiy, Jewu 23, 2005
Servicesre4uwi& Tuesday, Javu. 25, 2005.
Everts
LeAnn Rimes Symphonic Christmas
8 p.m. Dec. 8
Hartt Symphony Orchestra
8 p.m. Dec. 9
Bach's Christmas Oratorio Part I
8 p.m. Dec. 11
3 p.m. Dec. 12
Connecticut Gay Men's Chorus presents
Martha Stewart's Big House Christmas
3 and 8 p.m. Dec. 18
Hi-5
10:30 a.m. Dec. 29 and 30
4 p.m. Dec. 29 and 30
Kwanzaa Celebration
7 p.m. Dec. 30
Salute to Vienna
7:30 p.m. Dec. 31
members of Hillel and ** >,
• ' Imani for the annual VN
/ Chanuka/Kwanzaa Celebration. Learn the \
/ history and meaning behind both holidays and \
* sample traditional cuisine. Celebrate two holidays \
at once!!
Chanukah and Kwanzaa Celebration
6 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 9
'Washington Room
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TCIC on the Street
NASDAQ WO 1614s DJTA 3726 JMFCJA 319
WILSBBRE5K
MON: Monsato NYSE v Nasdaq
i Monsanto Co • Splits • Earnings Daily 12.3.2004
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov
8000
iVOLfin 1000s) @2004 Pinnacor Inc.
TdCs Stock Pick of the
Week: Monsato
Monsato is on the cutting
edge of agriculture, they create
genetically altered crop seeds to
be planted in places, where mal-
nutrition and inefficiencies s may
exist. Monsato's current biotech-
nology products include herbi-
cide-tolerant and insect-protected
crops. These biotech crops pro-
vide solutions for pest and weed
control that can have added bene-
fits for growers, consumers and
the environment including a
reduction in the number of pesti-
cide sprays and reduced environ-
mental exposure, reduced labor,
higher yields and compatibility
with more sustainable agricultur-
al practices, while respecting the
environment as well as regional
and cultural diversity. All of
Monsato's products are exten-
sively tested, in the laboratory
and in the field, using the best sci-
entific methods available, before
being brought to market, where
they are subject to regulatory
reviews and further scientific
studies to establish their safety.
Even more impressive then
Monsato's current products are
their seeds that are in testing right
now. One of Monsato's cre-
ations for the future is an orange
corn. This corn seed will poten-
tially be used in areas where there
is a high vitamin A deficiency,
when a person does not have
enough vitamin A in their system
there are many potential health
issues, the most pertinent being
blindness. Since these countries
with the vitamin A deficiency are
already growing a similar crop, it
will not be difficult for them to
use these seeds and improve the
health of their communities.
Monsato is a company that is
growing rapidly. Today they are
trading at a P/E ratio of over 40,
but with forward earnings expec-
tations their forward P/E is rough-
ly 20. Even more exciting then
the growth they are experiencing
right now is their potential for
growth in the future. With more
and more people living on this
earth every year, there is the
potential for world hunger in the
future. There simply will not be
enough land to grow enough
crops for everybody, with this in
mind Monsato is working on
maximizing crop yield as to push
the land to its potential, while
adding vitamins and proteins into
the genetics of the crops so that
they will be more nutritious.
Monsato's growth potential is
evident not only based on their
line of business, but also in the
companies current financial con-
dition and recent results using
techniques that we have
explained in recent articles.
Monsato was able to increase
sales over 60 percent from 2003
to the 2004 fiscal year. An even
better sign of prosperity, Monsato
made a profit for this first time
this year, earning $267 million
dollars or roughly $1 per share.
The P/E ratio of roughly 45 puts
them in the middle of the chemi-
cal manufacturing companies
indicating that they are not
extremely overvalued relative to
the rest of the sector and strong
growth by the company will con-
tinue to drive the stock price
higher.
A quick look at Monsato's
balance sheet shows a very
healthy, well managed company.
Monsato has steadily decreased
their liabilities over the past cou-
ple of years, in fact their current
assets(assets such that can quick-
ly be converted into cash) cur-
rently far exceed the total liabili-
ties of the company, not many
companies in the S&P 500 can
boast of this. Additionally, their
total assets far outweigh the total
liabilities, by roughly five billion
dollars. This allows us to calcu-
late a price to book ratio of only
2.25, by far at the low end of the
range when compared to other
chemical manufacturing compa-
nies.
Arguably, the two most impor-
tant stock exchanges in the world
are the New York Stock Exchange
and the National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation System. These two
exchanges account for a large por-
tion of stocks that are traded in the
United States and the rest of the
world. While the NYSE and the
NASDAQ are both very impor-
tant, they are also different in
many ways.
First, the NYSE and the
Nasdaq are located in different
places. In the NYSE, stocks are
actually traded in a specific space:
the trading floor of the NYSE.
People on the trading floor, match
buy and sell orders on behalf of
investors. The Nasdaq, on the
other hand, is not located in a
physical space. Instead, is it locat-
ed on a telecommunications net-
work, and trading takes place
directly between buyers and sell-
ers.
The NYSE and the Nasdaq are
also different because the former
is considered- an auction market,
while the latter is considered a
dealer market. In the NYSE,
investors with the highest bidding
price will be matched with
investors with the lowest asking
price. Specialists facilitate this
process, in the Nasdaq, investors
buy from and sell to the market
maker. In both cases, the special-
ist and the market maker ensure
smooth and orderly markets for
both their clients.
The two exchanges are also
different in the types of companies
Word of the Week: Derivative
A security, such as an option or futures contract, whose value depends on the
Futures contracts, forward contracts, options, and swaps are the most common
types of derivatives. Derivatives are generally used by institutional investors to
increase overall portfolio return or to hedge portfolio risk.
that they list, and in the costs
associated with being listed.
Stocks that are listed on the
NYSE are usually better estab-
lished and very stable. Two
stocks that are listed on the
NYSE are Coca-Cola and Wal-
Mart. Most companies on the
Nasdaq are high tech companies,
specializing in the internet or
technology. These stocks tend
to be more volatile and growth
oriented. Also, it is more expen-
sive to list on the NYSE than on
the Nasdaq. The maximum list-
ing fees on the NYSE and
Nasdaq are $250,000 and
$150,000, respectively, while the
maximum continual listing fees
are $500,000, and $50,000,
respectively. The difference in
these fees shows why better
establish companies with more
available capital usually list on
the NYSE while companies with
better growth potential but less
capital usually list on the Nasdaq.
Lastly, the NYSE is a private
company while the Nasdaq is a
publicly traded company. Most
investors think of the NYSE and
the Nasdaq as only exchanges,
but it is important to realize that
both are actual companies.
While the NYSE is owned by pri-
vate investors, the Nasdaq has
shares outstanding and in fact, is
trading on the Nasdaq.
Understanding the key differ-
ences between these two
exchanges is important and
allows investors to understand
how their trades are executed.
NYTimes Briefs
A Field Guide to the Falling Dollar
Depending on how investors behave, the dollar's
downward drift could cast anything from a benign
breeze to a hurricane.
Bets Are In. (They're on The Euro.)
Currency strategist at J. P. Morgan Private
Bank, put out a dollar warning sign on Tuesday.
The Insiders Are Selling. But Is That So Bad?
New research shows that pessimists are on shaky
ground when they argue that recent heavy selling by
company insiders is a bearish sign for the stock
market.
Is the Low-Carb Boom Over?
A general malaise is overtaking what was once the
hottest - and still the most controversial - trend in
the food business.
In the Timing of Options, Many, Um,
Coincidences
Ever notice how stock option awards are often
given to executives just ahead of bullish company
news? The S.E.C. apparently has.
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Wrestlers Coming Together
ANDREW SJPGREN
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR
Coming off Thanksgiving
break and the early fall tourna-
ment the Bantams made their way
to Williamstown Saturday to kick
off the dual meet season with six
other teams. With the final bouts
before the break the Bantams ros-
ter was suffering. Senior captain
David Bucco and starters Tim
Malone '05 and Louis Murillo
'06 were all out of commission
and injuries during the day would
further hurt the lineup. But the
return of All-American, New
England champion and captain
Michael Blair '06 fueled the spir-
its of the team.
Greeting the team for the first
match of the day stood the
Division I Princeton Tigers. The
fearsome Princeton lineup out-
matched the undermanned
Bantams but strong efforts by
Trinity in the face of the favored
Tigers showed the real heart of
the team.
Bucco commented on the loss
saying, "They brought most of
their D-l starters, and we brought
half of our [starters], so it just did-
n't add up — if weTlad our full
lineup we could have beaten
them."
The strength of heart and will
demonstrated by freshman 125
pounder Peter Fortin's pin and the
hard earned victory of 149
pounder Trevor Brown '07
showed the real Bantam heart
when facing a tough team like
Princeton. These matches cou-
pled with Blair's first match and
pin this season kept the Bantam
fire going throughout the match.
The tough 40-15 loss against
Princeton still provided the
opportunity to wrestle physical
matches and-go head to head with
a powerful Division I team.
Adding to the hurt Trinity roster,
Steve Viamari '07 went out of the
lineup with a concussion.
Next up were the Roger
Williams Hawks. The Bantam
squad battled through their hurt-
ing roster and previous loss with
tough matches by senior captain
Matt Webster's big tech-fall vic-
tory and hard fought wins by
Oded Carmi '05, junior Will
Moyet and Jason Ray '08.
Despite another strong effort the
Bantams got stuck with a close
25-20 loss that came within a sin-
gle match of winning.
Following the Roger
Williams match, NYU took the
mat coming off a loss with the
Bantams still fighting for a win.
Spearheading the charge were the
powerful Bantam heavyweights.
With captains Webster and Blair
each dominating their opponents
and Carmi again going the dis-
tance and coming out on top,
Trinity demonstrated their
prowess. Yet the solid NYU light-
weights overcame the Swiss-
cheesed Trinity roster for a final
score of 27-17 leaving the
Bantams winless for the day.
Webster commented later,
"We just weren't coming with a
full team. Once we get the roster
solidified we can start setting out
expectations higher and coming
out on top."
Despite the day's record and
the initial disadvantages, the day
was marked with tough matches
and showings all day by the
Bantams. The efforts of the fresh-
men team members like Andrew
Grasso, Ray, Fortin and Derek
Cohen showed the solid talent
and strength of will that the team
possesses.
"We just need to get healthy,"
said Blair, "Then we can get a
stronger showing for the rest of
the season." With a couple of
much needed weeks to lick their
wounds and get the ranks up to
full strength the Bantams are
looking for a strong start to 2005.
Chuck Pratt
Wrestlers prepare for next week.
Season Opener
Proves Easy Win
continued from page 28
many of her top players inactive
during this first match. Two of
the three tri-captains sat out
while the third captain, Larissa
Stephenson '06, won her match
at the number one position 9-1,
9-1 and 9-0. Also, all three
first-years—Lauren Polonich,
Julia Rosenthal and Hadley
Schroll—made their collegiate
debuts, all winning their match-
es easily.
Trinity's performance was
truly dominant, as expected.
The Bantams won each individ-
ual match and only lost one
game in those matches.
The combination of
Stephenson, Polonich,
Fernanda Rocha '07 and
Siobhan Knight '07, lost only
two points each during their
respective three game sets.
Tri-captain Margot Kearney
'06 commented, "Tufts is a
good team to start with because
it gets match experience for the
bottom of the roster ... It gives
the freshmen the experience of
going through the motions of a
college match."
Having an easy match as the
first of the season also gives the
Bantams the chance to work out
any kinks or discrepancies in
the roster before going into the
meat of their schedule starting
in January.
But before Trinity can get to
their main opponents after the
winter vacation, they will play
Williams next Saturday.
"We expect to win. We need
to play good, disciplined squash
and put pressure on the
Williams players," Coach
Bartlett said, and while the
players acknowledge that
Williams is much improved
from years past, if they put
forth the same kind of perform-
ance that they did this week, it
should not be a difficult match
at all.
During the winter vacation,
the women will travel to San
Francisco to play practice
matches against many of the top
club teams in that area.
On that same trip, they will
scrimmage against the Stanford
men's team with the intention
of gearing up for the immediate
challenges they will face com-
ing back to the regular season
matches in late January.
"Our main focus is on the
top three other schools:
Harvard, Yale and Princeton.
It's going to be a real dog-
fight there," Coach Bartlett
said. "The Yale match is the big
match for us. It's great that it
will be at home." Trinity will
play Yale Jan. 26.
ph College
Winter Intersession Courses
January 3-16, 2005
Book a course instead of a cruise.
Register by December 23. Courses offered online, on weeknights, week-
ends, or a combination.
Weeknights:
ENGL 200/SOCL 205—Alien Encounters: Self, Culture &
Society in Science Fiction
MATH 110—Elementary Statistics
PSYC 245—Art and Spirituality
Online:
ENGL 237—African-American Literature
GERO 200/HDGE 200—Women and Aging
RELS 102—Spirituality of the Christian Life
BIOL 508—Advanced Physiology
Weekends:
EDUC 251—Teaching in Diverse Classrooms
ENGL 236—Women Detective Writers
HIST/POLS 357—Israel and Palestine
Weeknights/ Weekends:
FIAR 239—Landscape into Art
MGMT 320—Women in Management
PHIL 340—Contemporary Ethical Problems
PSYC 242—Psychology of Adulthood and Aging
SOCL/SOCW 204—Cultural Perspectives in the Global Era
Full course descriptions and special information are available at www.sjc.edu/winter.
• Registration for all classes continues through December 23. Registration forms can be downloaded from
www.sjc.edu/registrar. You can also fax or mail registrations to:
Office of the Registrar
Saint Joseph College
1678 Asylum Avenue, West Hartford, CT 06117-2791
FAX (860) 231-8396 * Phone: (860)231-5225
Special evening registration hours: Tuesday, December 7, 2004
Saint Joseph College offices—registrar admissions, advisement, financial aid, bursar, bookstore—will be open
until 6:30 p.m. to help students register.
Who Can You Become?
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Women's Hoops Wins
Against Coast Guard
continued from page 28
ued to hold off a strong Coast Guard offen-
sive rally in which they cut the lead to one
point with two and a half minutes left in the
game.
Bell said: "They were a three-point
shooting team. They got hot in the second
half but we were able to play pretty good
defense to hold them off."
Junior captain Deirdre Savageau con-
tributed a key free throw in the final sec-
onds of the game, and the Bantams
emerged with the win, 55-57.
Baker led the scoring with 16 points,
while Lennick added 10 points of her own.
Two Trinity women registered double -
doubles; Bell scored 10 points and had 12
rebounds, while Cox had 13 points with
10 rebounds.
The Bantams will play two home
games this week, starting with Briarcliffe
College on Monday and Rivier on
Thursday at 7 p.m.
These two games will conclude the
2004 campaign: the women will return to
the court in 2005 with the Great Bahamas
Goombay Shootout in Nassau, Bahamas,
shortly after New Year's. The Bantams'
quest for the NESCAC title will begin
Jan. 15th at Amherst College.
Chuck Pratt
Guard Cat Maher has been shooting 38 percent from behind the arc.
Dec. 7
Dec. 8
Dec. 9
Dec. 11
Men's Baskelhall vs. Lasell 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball @ Eastern 8 p.m.
Men's Hockey vs. Plymouth 7:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball @ Springfield 7 p.m.
Women's Bnskelhfil! vs. Rivier 7 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Rhode Island
Qpllegc; 3 p.m.
Men's Squash <fl> Williams 12 p.m.
Women's Squash @ Williams 12 p.m.
Men's and Women's Indoor Track @
Harvard Invitational 10 p.m.
Drop to 6-1,
Still 7th in the Nation
Last Second Shot Stuns Previously Undefeated Bantams
during both the Western Game and the
Curry game. We know we can play defense
and stop them but for some reason we're
not doing it"
continued from page 28
hit two free throws to give the Bantams a
68-63 edge with 2:36 left in the game.
Western Connecticut cut the lead to 68-65
on a lay-up and pulled within a
point on two foul shots with 52
seconds remaining. In the next
possession, the Bantams missed
and the Colonials rebounded the
ball and quickly drove the length
of the floor for the winning bas-
ket with 13 seconds left. Rhoten
hit the rim on a potential game-
tying jumper and Western
Connecticut grabbed the rebound
to secure their 71-68 win over the
Bantams.
"We can't give or make any
excuses," said Rhoten. "They
wanted it more then we did that
game. We didn't play that well at
all. We had an opportunity at the
end of the game to overcome
playing bad but we missed it.
Rest assured, that won't happen
again. We will be ready to play
every game from here on out."
The Bantam's free throw
shooting was a huge factor in the
loss - they missed 17 of 29
including 11 in the second half.
Rhoten finished with a game-
high 24 points and 14 rebounds,
while Taylor added 11 points and
eight boards for the Bantams.
Clarke scored 10 points off the . c h u c k Prat t
bench and center Craig Coupe Tyler Rhoten'06 scored a team-high 29 over Curry.
'05 pulled down 10 rebounds. The
Colonials gave the Bantams their first loss
of the season and caused their record to
drop to 5-1. Western Connecticut improved
to 4-0.
"It's one thing to lose to a team that is
outright better than you," said Rhoten.
It's another to lose to a team because you
didn't come ready to play. I hope we get a
chance to play them again. I promise the
outcome will be different, we will all be
ready to go."
On Thursday the Bantams protected
their undefeated record at home by beating
the Curry College Colonels 75-67. It was a
competitive game
right from the start.
The Colonels came
out strong and took a
26-16 lead with 7:48
left in the first half.
The Bantams battled
back, however, and
outscored Curry 22-7
in the remaining min-
utes of the half.
Trinity scored the
final 14 points of the
half, including a long
three-pointer by Halas
as the buzzer sounded
and went into the
break winning 38-33.
Rhoten had 16 points
in the first half.
Curry did not let
up though and man-
aged to take back the c h u c k Pra t t
lead at 42-40 just 2:34 Jesse Farrell '05 had seven assists,
;nto the second half. They led the game as
late as the 6:19 mark before a lay-up by
Rhoten ignited a 15-5 run that put the game
away in the last few minutes.
"Lately, our defense has not been up to
par," said Taylor. "That was a big problem
"Curry was a rough game too," said
Rhoten. "We couldn't make any shots and
they were a tough team filled with guards
that could all play. In the end we did the
things to win the game though, and the W is
all that matters to this team. But I do think
we all know we should have and can play
better than that."
"The energy level wasn't as high as it
should have been," ?aid Taylor. "We came
out and we weren't ourselves. That has to
do with defense too. Stopping people on D
and getting a steal or a block energizes the
team, but we weren't really doing that.
Everything starts with defense."
Rhoten scored a
game-high 29
points, making .13
out of 23 shots from
the floor, and added
a team-high nine
rebounds. Halas fin-
ished with 15 points,
seven rebounds, and
five steals, while
Clarke added 10
points off the bench
and guard Patrick
Hasiuk '07 led
Trinity with eight
assists.
Trinity, now 6-1,
is ranked number
seven in the nation,
while the Colonels
dropped to 1-3. "I
think we have really
come together this
week and decided
that we will have to come ready to play to
every game to win our league and make a
run at the national title, which is all that this
team wants" stated Rhoten.
The Bantams are at home against Lasell
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
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i Testimony Leaks: Why Steroids Ruin SportsMil
WILL YANG
SPORTS EDITOR
It's finally happened. It's real proof that
there's a huge problem with professional
baseball and all sports right now. Jason
Giambi has all but confirmed the worst
fears of most sports fans: many of our
favorite athletes are on or have taken
steroids.
Now, this incident alone is not really a
big deal to me, I'm not even a real baseball
fan, just a fan of the beef between the
Yankees and Red Sox, and a Dodger fan at
times. However, the release of Giambi's
testimony is beginning to remind me that
baseball is not the only sport that features
athletes who have decided to forego the
most redeeming quality of all competitive
sports: fairness. Estimates stating that half
of all major league baseball players are on
illegal performance-enhancing drugs might
seem exaggerated, but regardless, the dam-
age has been done. Besides, who didn't
know that Giambi was a roid-head? His
face is the best example of observable roid-
rage since the term was invented.
All of our favorite role models can now
be scrutinized. Extraordinary athletic
accomplishments, such as Lance
Armstrong's unlikely continued success at
the Tour de prance, are overshadowed with
the possibility that they are the product of
unsportsmanlike behavior. Barry Bond's
otherworldly home run performance has
been downplayed not just by his lack of
media-based charisma, but also with the
unsaid acknowledgement by all that he has
most definitely been enhanced by illegal
steroids. There is absolutely no natural
explanation for his bat speed and short
swing at the age of 40 and beyond.
Am I being cynical? Can you« b ame
me? Lance Armstrong, the ail-American,
cancer-fighting origin of the popular live-
strong designer rubber band is not even out-
side the focus of the microscope. Maybe we
thought it was just the French being sore
losers, but there seems to be some merit in
questioning his dominance following inten-
sive cancer treatment and rehabilitation,
which could easily have included steroid
therapy to foster a quick recovery. Who
benefits most from this happy story of per-
sonal triumph besides Armstrong himself?
The pharmacological company Bristol-
Meyer Squibb does.
The point is not to condemn these ath-
letes though, especially as there is no
unquestionable evidence yet that can prove
that they had prior knowledge of steroids
entering their bodies. But even that argu-
ment, which is currently being used by
Bonds and his supporters, is tenuous at
best. Bonds and other athletes depend on
their bodies for their livelihood, and that is
not only the reason they would use steroids
to begin with, but also why they would not
be so ignorant as to take substances they are
not familiar with. Yet, there is absolutely no
excuse for cheating.
Trey Parker and Matt Stone, creators of
the socially aware cartoon South Park,
characterized steroid use best when they
compared athletes taking steroids to a fic-
tional incident in which a normal child,
Eric Cartman, enters competition at the
Special Olympics in an attempt to beat the
other children, who are all handicapped in
their own particular capacities.
Like it or not, athletes will be role mod-
els for kids. The most injurious thing to
sports is not athletes betting on games, or
athletes having sex with hotel attendants, or
any of the ridiculous behavior of Ron
Attest, but the disappearance of some sem-
blance of integrity during competition.
Even Marion Jones, who was
America's heroine during the 2000
Olympics in Sydney, has been shown to be
a shady character. Besides failing to show
up for a number of random drug tests, Jones
has also tested positive for substances that
mask steroid use. Her former coach and ex-
husband CJ. Hunter, an Olympic shot-put-
ter, was banned from competition because
he failed four drug tests. He was also under
the care of nutritionist Victor Conte,
founder of BALCO. While all the evidence
is circumstantial at worst, it all points to
one of our best national athletes as having
an unfair advantage.
So what should happen to these athletes
who are found to be taking illegal steroids?
Olympic athletes face lifelong bans from
competition if they are caught. But what of
Jason Giambi and his BALCO buddies? If
Pete Rose was banned for life from partici-
pation in major league baseball just for bet-
ting, then it's my opinion that Giambi
should be banned as well. If Bonds, the
most prolific homerun hitter in baseball's
history, tests positive for steroids, then he
should be removed from the record books
and be booted too. At least he hasn't marred
a championship team yet, as he hasn't won
a pennant. But what about athletes who are
being exposed in the BALCO case who
have won championships?
Bill Romanowski, who won consecu-
tive Superbowls with the Denver Broncos,
is football's version of roid-rage monster
Giambi, except he was a thousand times
more emotionally unbalanced. He once spit
into 49er J.J. Stokes' facemask, and was
generally a madman on the field. What if
his performance was enhanced by illegal
drugs and it led directly to the Bronco's
success? How would you feel if you were
ex-Falcons running back Jamal Anderson
and your only chance at a Super Bowl ring
was hindered by a player on illegal
enhancers?
Is there a coincidence that all those ath-
letes who are implicated in illegal perform-
ance-enhancing drug use also have person-
ality issues? Bonds is, well, Bonds, and
separates himself from teammates like an
emotional recluse. Romo was an emotional
freak. David Boston of the Miami
Dolphins, who is a wide receiver but has a
260-pound body like a bodybuilder, has
been noted as a head case as well.
Professional baseball and football are
undoubtedly losing their respective level
playing fields. College sports are festering
with illegal doping as well. People are now
wining to destroy their bodies and their
future health to gain an edge on their oppo-
nents, and as long as sports exist, it seems
like that will always be the case. Cheating
in sports is only a reflection of the rest of
society though, and between Enron, Martha
Stewart and friends, who are willing to do
anything for the upper hand, people will
always seek the advantage, fair or not.
But whereas white-collar cheaters suf-
fer soft consequences, there should be no
lenience granted to cheating ballplayers,
who have decided that their own success is
bigger than not only their own sport, but all
sports. If caught, they should all be banned
with no hope of being readmitted, and their
achievements struck from the record book,
for the sake of all aspiring athletes.
CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon Anchovies Broccoli Eggplant
Garlic Hamburger Cherry peppers Ofivees
Mushrooms Onions Pepperoni Peppers
Ricotta Sausage Spinach Tomatoes
SHEET PAN PIZZA $ 16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASBIJ
GRINDERS
 S-Ha«
COOKED SALAMI $4.75 . . . . $9.50
PASTRAMI 4.75 9.50
GENOA 4.75 9.50
HAM. 4.75 9.50
TURKEY 4.75 9.50
PEPPERONI 4.75 9.50
ROAST BEEF 4.75 9.50
TUNA 4.75 9.50
COMBO (2 kinds of above): 4.75 9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA 4.75 9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET. 4.75 9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA 4.75 9.50
j VEAL PARMIGIANA 4 . 7 5 . . . . . . 9.50
j VEAL CUTLET ' '4 .75 9.50
STEAK/CHESSE .' .'.'." 4.75 9.50
MEATBALLS . ' ' 4.75 9.50
SAUSAGE . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . . . . . . . '. ..'. 4.75 9.50
Fish 4.75 9.50
B.L.T. 4.75 9.50
VEGGIE/CHEESE 4.75 9.50
ITALIAN 4.99 . . . . . 9.98
SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD. $6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, iettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD $5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO $5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD $5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers. ,
CAESAR SALAD $5.75
With Chicken Breast $7.75
TOSSED SALAD Large $4.99. .Small $2.25
French, Slue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian
Extra Dressing • 40
DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2.25 .Carrot Cake $2.99
Chocolate Cake $3.25
We Accept
Hawk Cash
HARTFORD 498B FARMINGTON AVENUE
FREE DELIVERY 1U Gett Pi%*. fa
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
Sat P<ate
236-2616 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEKMo-Thr. - 11am.- 2amFit -Sat. -11am -3amSunday - 12noon - 2am.
Fried Chicken &. Seafood
Fried Shrimp 7.95
Fish & Chips .7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken 7.95
Served with coleslaw & French Fries
COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers) ,
2 Liter Soda $ " | 5 . 9 9
2 LITER SODA
with any Large Cheese Pizza
FREE
I
1
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Buy a Large Cheese
with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for
$6.99
$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda
FREE
h
i
i
I
Large Chesse
Pizza
$2.00 OFF
Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda
FREE
Coupon can'i be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
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BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snappte, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,BBQ) (10) 5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS. (8) . . 5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS 5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE (16") 3.25
FRIES 2.25
FRIES/CHEESE 2.99
ONION RINGS 2.25
CINNAMON STiCS . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' 3.99
BREAD STICKS 2.99
CHIPS • 50
• CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL MED $11.99 URGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE MED $10.99 . URGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99. . URGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 URGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN MED $11.99 . . . URGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGiANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA. . 9 95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA 7.99
BAKED ZIT! . 7.99
STUFFED SHELLS 7.gg
MEATRAVIOLLI " 7 9 9
CHEESE RAVIOLI .7.99
Includes salad and rail
Caizones $5.99~
Made from fresh dough and filled with mozzarella chesse and a touch of ricotta.
Each additional item .75
porte
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Bantams Roll: Williams Next
JON
SPORTS WRITER
After winning their sixth
straight national championship
last year, the Men's Squash team
began their title defense this past
Friday with a match against
NESCAC rival Tufts. The
match's outcome was never really
in doubt, as Trinity was able to
send out the bottom of its ladder
to meet Tufts and still come away
with a 9-0 victory.
Eric Wadhwa '07, took over
the number one spot in his return
and defeated his opponent three
games to one. Head Coach Paul
Assaiante decided to let the top
eight players on the ladder sit out
the match and instead focus on
their training and recovery.
He aba sa^ w_the match as an
opportunity to get everyone
involved. "It makes everybody
feel like they're part of the pro-
gram ... everybody has butterflies
in their stomachs and working
into the season like that makes it
easier [for everyone]."
Sophomore Tommy Wolfe did
not allow his opponent to record
one point in his match and the
Bantams as a team only lost three
games in the entire contest.
Wolfe, Wadhwa and Nick
Lacaillade '07 are all competing
for the all important ninth spot on
Women's Basket-
ball Evens Record
Chuck Pratt
The men's squash team's younger players saw action this week.
the full-strength varsity lineup.
On Friday, Coach Assaiante
moved those three players up to
the top three spots in an attempt
to simulate the pressure and qual-
ity of opponent that they would
face during a big match against
Harvard or Yale at the ninth spot.
Next week, the Bantams will
travel to Williams to play their
second and final match before the
winter vacation. The Ephs have
Women's Squash
Stomps On Tufts
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity Women's
Squash team opened their 2004-
2005 season at home this past
Friday with a match against the
Tufts Jumbos. One look at
the performances of the
respective squads in the
past three years and it was
evident that the Bantams
would not have much trou-
ble disposing of their
opponents in dominant
fashion.
The CSA Howe Cup
Champions in 2002 and
2003, Trinity Women's
Squash fell two matches
short of a third straight
championship last year.
Even though they have a
relatively young roster,
Trinity was still ranked
second in the nation at the
beginning of the season
and look to once again be
the team to beat in
Howe Cup tournament at the
end of the year.
Thus it was the decision of
Coach Wendy Bartlett to keep
see SEASON on page 25
been steadily improving over the
past few years, but like Tufts, are
no where near the level of compe-
tition of Trinity.
It is expected that many of the
players on the top of the ladder
will make their season debuts
next week, including tri-captains
Vishal Kapoor '05, Regardt
Schonborn '05 and Bernardo
Samper '05.
But it is not Williams that
many of the players are chiefly
concerned with. After the men
return from winter vacation, they
will be tested almost immediately
when they play Dartmouth and
Perm before classes begin again.
see SQUASH on page 24
PATRICIA GLENNON
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity women's basket-
ball team won two of their last
three games to move their record
to three wins and three losses.
Following their season opener at
the Tip-Off Tournament at Rowan
College in New Jersey, sopho-
more Sarah Cox was named as
the first NESCAC player of the
week of the 2004-2005 season.
Cox was named to the All-
Tournament team that weekend,
scoring 16 points, 14 rebounds,
four assists and five steals in
Trinity's first game, and follow-
ing it up with 21 points, nine
rebounds, four assists and three
steals the next day.
Last Monday, Trinity
women's basketball faced Smith
College in Northampton, Mass.
The women easily defeated their
opponents, scoring 73-48.
The Bantams built a com-
manding 20-point lead at the end
of the first half and never looked
back. Senior Jess Baker led the
scoring with 20 points, while
Leigh Melanson '07 followed up
with 11 points.
Sophomore Cat Maher and
Becky Bell '05 also added nine
points each, while Bell and
Melanson contributed 12 and 11
rebounds respectively. Mary
Lennick '07 had a team high five
assists while adding six points of
her own. The win evened the
women's record to 2 - 2.
The following Thursday, Dec.
2, the Bantams suffered a tough
loss against the Clark University
Cougars on their home court.
The two teams were evenly
matched for the first ten minutes
of the first half, but Clark turned
it on for the last twenty minutes
and outscored Trinity 24-6.
The second half saw a much-
improved home team. The
women pulled the lead to within
eight points several tunes, but
Clark's defense kept them from
getting any closer; despite the
loud cheers and encouragement
from an enthusiastic group of
Trinity fans.
Clark sophomore Ashley
Auclair scored 37 points and tal-
lied 13 rebounds to single-hand-
edly drive the Cougar offense.
Trinity freshman Kat Conlon
scored 16 points to try and keep
the Bantams in the game, while
Sarah Cox '07 had 12 points,
seven rebounds and four assists.
Lennick and sophomore
Jasmine Johnson added a com-
bined four steals. The final score
of 81-67 gives Clark a record of
4-1 while Trinity dropped to 2—3.
The women finished up the
week with an exciting win at
Coast Guard on Saturday. The
Bantams led by six at the conclu-
sion of the first half, and started
the second half with a strong
12-0 run that set the score at
48-29 with 13 minutes left in the
game. The women then contin-
ue WOMEN'S on page 26
Basketball Loses First Game
CAT MAHER
Chuck Pratt
the Fernanda Rocha '07 won in straight sets.
SPORTS WRITER
The men's basketball team is
off to a 6-1 start this season.
They began their season ranked
number six in the nation and won
their first five games without any
trouble. Last Tuesday, however,
they picked up their first loss
against the Western Connecticut
State University Colonials on a
heartbreaking last minute fast
break lay-up.
The Bantams started the
game strong by opening up with
an 11-4 run over the first five
minutes. The Colonials battled
back though and managed to
take the lead 22-21 with 5:30
remaining before halftirne. A
three-point play by forward
Robert Taylor '07 gave Trinity a
27-25 advantage but then
Western Connecticut went ahead
34-29 on a 9-2 surge going into
the first half's final minute.
Chuck Pratt
Craig Coupe '05 in action vs. Cuny.
Sophomore guard Kino Clarke
nailed a three-pointer to cut the
lead to two points and a Trinity
free throw resulted in a 34-33
score at the end of the first half
in Western Connecticut's favor.
The Colonials held onto
their lead for the first eight min-
utes of the second half before a
three-pointer from the top of the
key by forward Michael Hoar
'07 and a jump shot by Tyler
Rhoten '06 put Trinity on top
46-45. The Bantams went ahead
again with another trey by
Clarke with 8:27 left on the
clock but fell back behind before
Rhoten tied the score at 63-63
with 4:37 left to play.
Rhoten hit another jumper
and senior co-captain John Halas
see BANTAMS on page 26
See how Trinity
Wrestling did this
"weekend
on page 25
INSIDE SPORTS
Sports celebrates 100 years
on page 24
"Will Yang talks about
steroids on page 27
See this week's
upcoming sports
events on
page 26
